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Letter from the P r e s i d e n t
President Hon. G. Michael Halfenger
Eastern District of Wisconsin

As I remarked soon after succeeding

Julie Bauer as president of the Seventh

Circuit Bar Association, my principal

goal for the year is to do no harm. The

Association’s Annual Meeting, held in

conjunction with the Circuit Conference, has for decades

offered a unique opportunity to bring the bench and bar

together in carrying out 28 U.S.C. §333’s command that the

Chief Judge summon the Circuit’s judges together “for the

purpose of considering the business of the courts and advising

means of improving the administration of justice within [the]

circuit.” The Circuit’s and the Association’s joint effort to

provide an open forum in which to discuss important issues of

the day is the cornerstone of a long-successful partnership

between bench and bar.  

While serving as the Association’s second vice president, I had

the fortune of being appointed a Bankruptcy Judge for the

Eastern District of Wisconsin. Serving as president of the

Association after taking the bench is certainly not the norm,

but my expectation is that my new role will facilitate, rather

than impede, my ability to foster bench-bar collaboration. That

effort will culminate in the 64th Annual Meeting of the

Seventh Circuit Bar Association and the Judicial Conference of

the Seventh Circuit, which will be held on May 3-5, 2015, in

Milwaukee. Our meeting committee, which includes Circuit

Judge Diane Sykes, Chief District Court Judge William Griesbach,

Bankruptcy Judge Susan Kelley, Magistrate Judge Nancy Joseph,

Circuit Executive Collins Fitzpatrick, and attorneys Randy Crocker,

and Eric Pearson, is working diligently to organize a first-rate

meeting. 

The opening night reception will be held at Marquette University

Law School’s spectacular Eckstein Hall and will feature a

presentation by Professor Charles Franklin on upcoming

polling about “the megacity” — the increasing connection

among urban areas spanning the three states that compose the

Circuit. Following tradition, the Monday and Tuesday events

will take place at the Pfister Hotel. Senator Evan Bayh has

accepted our invitation to give the Monday luncheon address,

and Joan Biskupic, author of books on three Supreme Court

Justices, will be the featured speaker at the annual dinner. The

committee is also working on an interactive program on

decision-making, as well as all-star programs on statutory

interpretation, and topical breakout sessions on civil procedure,

bankruptcy, and criminal law. 

Mark your calendars. See you in May in Milwaukee.

Send Us Your E-Mail
The Association is now equipped to provide many 

services to its members via e-mail. For example, we 

can send blast e-mails to the membership advertising

up-coming events, or we can send an electronic version

of articles published in The Circuit Rider. 

We are unable to provide you with these services, 

however, if we don’t have your e-mail address. Please

send your e-mail address to changes@7thcircuitbar.org.
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Lawyers are taught early on what judges expect of them at oral argument. Much has been written

on this topic. Know the record backwards and forwards, and stay within it. Answer the question

asked, not the question you wish had been asked. Be civil to opposing counsel, and be respectful to

the court. These are some of the basics.

But just as judges have certain expectations of the lawyers who will argue a case, lawyers have certain

expectations of the judges who will conduct the argument. Much less has been written on this topic.

So allow this lawyer to make a few suggestions along those lines. 

1. Be active.  I know that some cases are yawners, but we can’t address your concerns if you don’t

tell us what they are. If you don’t have concerns, then maybe you have a question about the facts, or

perhaps you need clarification on a point of law. Whatever it is, please ask us. Allowing us to give an

uninterrupted speech probably doesn’t help you, and it doesn’t really help us either. We genuinely

want to make the case easier to decide.

2. Presume good faith. We lawyers sometimes say things in argument that may not ring true, but in

my experience most lawyers don’t lie. We may have convinced ourselves of own nonsense, and you’re

right to call us on it. But resist the urge to think that we’re trying to pull the wool over your eyes,

because we’re probably not. We’re more likely just trying to do the best we can with what we’ve got,

even if our efforts may appear misguided. We are confined by the record, and as a result sometimes

we feel compelled to try to force a round peg into a square hole. 

Continued on page 3

*Brian J. Paul is a partner in the appellate group of Ice Miller LLP in Indianapolis and an Associate Editor (Indiana co-chair)

of The Circuit Rider. This article is simultaneously appearing in the current version of the Appellate Advocate, the publication

of the Indiana State Bar Appellate Practice Section.  It is published here with the permission of the Appellate Advocate's editor

in chief.

MAKING ORAL ARGUMENT PRODUCTIvE: 

Judges’ Edition
By Brian J. Paul*
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Making Oral Argument
Productive . . .
Continued from page 2

3. Allow us to answer the question until we actually don’t. I have

heard some arguments in which a judge asks a question, and just

a few words into the answer the judge accuses the lawyer of being

evasive. Lawyers should immediately answer the question asked, and

as directly as possible. Most lawyers try to do that. But sometimes we

think we’re answering the question when we aren’t, perhaps because

we’ve misunderstood. So before cutting us off in exasperation,

on the assumption we’re being less than forthcoming, consider

asking the question a different way; give us a second chance. 

4. Accept that we’ve answered your question even if you

don’t like our answer. We all know judges occasionally try to

make a point with their colleagues through their questions. We also

know judges often come to oral argument predisposed to decide

one way or another. That’s only natural if you’ve already read the

briefs, and that’s fine. But if we give you an answer that doesn’t

advance your point or confirm your initial views, and if it doesn’t

appear you can shake us from our answer, consider moving on.

Oral arguments, like cross-examinations, get bogged down if the

questioner isn’t willing to recognize that some answers just aren’t

going to change.

5. Warn us ahead of time if you think we’ve missed something

critical, or if, in a case involving several issues, there are only

one or two that really interest you. It goes without saying that

we should be well prepared to handle questions on all topics related

to our case. But sometimes everyone involved will have missed a

fundamental issue. Subject matter jurisdiction comes to mind; there

have been some cases in recent years where the plaintiff and the

defendant both have just flat missed the boat on jurisdiction. If

you think we’ve all blown it, or if you believe a particular issue

requires more attention than others, consider giving us a heads

up before oral argument — maybe a notice of some sort. “Be

prepared to address X” is all the notice needs to say. That way

we know to be particularly prepared to discuss X, and, in turn,

you’re more likely to benefit when you question us about X.

6. Try to remain even-tempered even when things have gone

south. I can only imagine how frustrating oral argument is at

times for appellate judges. You want help deciding cases, and

sometimes, for one reason or another, we fail to give you that

help. It probably happens more often than we lawyers would

care to admit. But berating an attorney in open court for the

faults of his presentation (or worse, because he’s got a bad case)

isn’t likely to help matters. Nor will disengaging. Instead,

consider firmly but calmly pointing out the problem, and then

switching topics. Maybe the lawyer is woefully unprepared to

address issue 1 but fully prepared to address issue 2. Through

measured persistence, you may find the argument can be

salvaged after all.

7. Recognize that hypotheticals can get rather far afield. This

generally isn’t a problem unless you’re using the hypothetical to

determine whether a lawyer will admit defeat on a particular point.

Remember that our responses to hypothetical questions go only

so far; they may help you with your analysis, but they generally

do not decide the case.

8. Bear in mind that our clients are watching. No matter how

badly someone may want to win, litigants usually can accept

defeat if they genuinely think they’ve gotten a fair shake. Not

only is it important to be evenhanded, then, it is important to

display evenhandedness. After all, “justice must satisfy the

appearance of justice.” Offutt v. United States, 348 U.S. 11, 14

(1954). This may require, for example, asking tough questions of

both sides even if you think one side or the other should clearly win.

It is also helpful to demonstrate that you have a solid understanding

of the case. This will go a long way to convincing the parties that

you’ve given thoughtful consideration to their arguments.

*  *  * 

It has been said that a good oral argument isn’t so much an

argument but a conversation. That’s true, and when both sides

thoughtfully engage in that conversation, oral argument is at its

most productive. This article has offered some suggestions for

judges on how to foster a truly productive conversation. Next

time, I’ll focus on some suggestions in the same vein for lawyers.
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I’ve never taken a selfie, I don’t tweet, and I really don’t know much about yik yak or Pinterest. But

with a few searches, I can learn a whole lot about you — where you live, work, attended school, how

much you paid for your home, and what’s your favorite movie. Most likely, I can watch a video of

you slurring the words to “Livin’ on a Prayer” at some karaoke bar, and can easily track how much

you donated to worthless politicians. And if I was really tech savvy, I’d probably know how you like

your coffee, and whether it was really a flat tire that caused you to be late three weeks ago. 

Nothing is secret anymore. I’m sure I’m filmed by hundreds of cameras each day as I walk the streets

and drive the avenues of Brooklyn. They’re on buildings, in stores, on lamp posts, street lights. Heck,

one home down the street must have a half dozen covering every window and door. Jay Z can’t even

get slapped around in an elevator without everyone knowing. If you wish to remain anonymous, toss

your iPhone into the Gowanus Canal and stop sending texts or emails. You realize, don’t you, that the

internet is forever. Whatever is emailed, posted can always be retrieved and will be used if you’re

ever involved in a lawsuit. 

Continued on page 5

*Kenneth P. Nolan, Counsel to Speiser, Krause, Nolan & Granito, is the author of “A Streetwise Guide to Litigation” (American Bar

Association 2013). Ken is a former Editor-in-Chief and current Senior Editor of LITIGATION magazine, the journal of the Section of

Litigation of the American Bar Association. For anyone who appreciates sparkling, witty and effervescent writing, Ken’s book should

be at the top of their list.

Social Media 
and the Law 

By Kenneth P. Nolan*
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Social Media and theLaw
Continued from page 4

Used to be when you represented a plaintiff in personal injury

or wrongful death litigation, defense counsel would request

authorizations for educational, employment, medical records.

Mostly bland, emotionless facts.

Now they want to read your

Facebook page, your Twitter

account, and view every photo or

video posted on Instagram. These

reveal your thoughts, personality

and philosophies — what you like,

who you voted for, who you hang

with, where you vacationed. No

longer will discovery simply show

that on April 2nd, your right arm

and shoulder were x-rayed. Now the

defense may be able to determine if you were in pain, and

whether your injury prevented you from normal activities as

you claimed in your deposition. 

For example: If someone posts a pix of you smiling at a party

and you comment: “Had a great time, thanks.” Be forewarned

that this will be a topic at your deposition.

“Previously, Mr. Nolan, you testified that your injury has made

you depressed, that you really can’t enjoy yourself, enjoy life

like you once did. Is that correct?

Yes.

I show you this photo taken from your Facebook page . . . You

look happy, don’t you? . . . Is that a wine glass in your hand? 

. . . This was a birthday party? . . . You had fun, didn’t you? . . .

wrote that you had a great time, didn’t you? . . . And this was

on June 11th, less than six months after your accident? . . . You

didn’t write that you were depressed, did you? . . . that you

were in pain, did you? . . . that you were unable to enjoy

yourself, did you? . . . Now I show you another photo from

your Facebook page . . .

Every posting has potential to influence the lawsuit. If you 

rant about Obamacare, or the NBA and Donald Sterling, this

information may be used. And if by chance you go overboard

and post a photo or statement that

could be interpreted as racist,

homophobic, etc., an ingenious

attorney will certainly exploit 

this transgression.  

So once retained, sit down with your

client and examine what exists on

social media. Bring a young lawyer

or one of your teenagers to show you

the latest sites, trends. Be thorough.

Read every tweet, watch every video,

no matter how old. Be prepared -- for your adversary will,

undoubtedly, obtain this material. The internet has not only

changed how we live and communicate, but how we litigate. 
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In the era of e-discovery, a good discovery vendor is indispensable. Lawyers need discovery vendors for

their technical expertise and skill in collecting, processing, and analyzing large volumes of data. You likely

have already been contacted by one or more of these vendors seeking your business. If not, a simple internet

search for “discovery vendors” will return a comprehensive listing. But the first vendor to reach out to you,

or the first vendor you find on the internet, may not be the best vendor for your case. In fact, the difference

between a good discovery vendor and a bad one is immense. A bad vendor wastes your time and needlessly

distracts you with technical glitches, non-user-friendly review tools, and big bills that need to be negotiated

down. A good vendor makes e-discovery as manageable as the old days of paper.

Of course, one cannot simply walk into the vendor store and ask for “the good one.” Shopping for a

discovery vendor in some ways resembles buying a mattress:  The same products are described in a dozen

different ways (memory foam or plush top?; data culling or filtering?). Quality is largely unobservable

without actually using the product (the titanium coils with dual memory spring cushioning feels good now,

but will it last?; my vendor says his project management team has years of litigation experience, but can

they handle my request to export data to my expert?). Shoppers generally end up confused and make an

arbitrary choice based on irrelevant data (this mattress store has great coffee; this discovery vendor gave me

champagne for the holidays).

Continued on page 7

* Justin Weiner is an associate at MoloLamken LLP. His work focuses on commercial litigation, in particular patent litigation. From

2007-2008, Justin clerked for Chief Judge Frank H. Easterbrook on the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals. From 2011-2012, he clerked

for Judge Milton I. Shadur on the Northern District of Illinois.

Gajan Sivakumaran is discovery counsel at MoloLamken LLP. His work focuses on discovery-related issues, including ediscovery

matters, for clients, principally in the financial services and technology industries. 

Electronic Discovery
Vendors 101

By Justin Weiner and Gajan Sivakumaran*
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Electronic Discovery
Continued from page 6

Fortunately, shopping for an e-discovery vendor is not exactly like

shopping for a mattress. Lawyers can make educated vendor choices

through study and experience. We work

at a law firm built around delivering

cost-effective, efficient results in high-

stakes litigation. We do not have the

luxury (or handicap, depending on

your perspective) of picking e-discovery

vendors based on which one gave us

champagne for the holidays.1 Through

research and experience, we have

developed a list of key factors for

assessing discovery vendors. Mattresses

will forever remain a mystery — you

literally cannot find the same model of

mattress twice — but choosing an e-

discovery vendor need not be. Here’s

how to pick a good one.

Get a Good Price

This should be an easy one. All things being equal, it is better to

pay less for e-discovery services. The vast majority of e-discovery

costs come from collecting data, putting it into a form that lawyers

can review, reviewing the data, and then producing it. But it

can be difficult to make an apples-to-apples price comparison

for this process, because vendors don’t just charge different rates,

they also set up different rate structures. That makes comparison

shopping and negotiation tricky. To get a good price, you need

to understand the basic fundamentals of what a discovery vendor

does. Knowing the basics of the process, you can strip away

some of the vendor-specific jargon, make comparisons, and

negotiate a good deal.

1  We prefer Italian and Spanish reds anyhow. 

The first step in the e-discovery process is collection — electronically

retrieving e-mails and documents from witnesses’ computers

and servers. Some vendors charge based on the quantity of data

collected, and some charge based on the number of employees

from whom data is collected. More frequently, however, vendors

bill by the hour. Just make sure that you know what is being

billed by the hour. Collection often requires very little human

time and a lot of machine time. If vendor A charges $200 per

hour and vendor B charges $40, vendor A is still the better

deal if his rate is for employee time and B’s is for the time his

computers spend working.

The next step is data processing. Processing takes three basic

forms. First, computer files and e-

mails come with all manner of data

appended to them. That data might

serve a purpose on your computer, but

when it comes to e-discovery, it is

mostly junk. vendors filter out that junk

when processing data.  Second, e-

discovery collection invariably turns up

duplicate files — for example,

Employee A and B both received the

same e-mail. vendors remove those

duplicate copies. Third, e-discovery

collection sometimes involves picking

up all of a custodian’s data and then

narrowing it by date, key terms, and

other objective criteria. 

No two vendors have the same pricing scheme for processing.

Some charge for filtering out the junk files, others do not.

Some charge based on how much data is put in for processing

and others charge for how much comes out after processing.

The key is to look at the point at which the vendor charges and

to think about how much data is expected to reach that point.

vendor A might charge $100 per gigabyte of data that goes

into the de-duplication process, and vendor B might charge

$200 per gigabyte but only counts data that comes out of the

de-duplication process. Which is better depends on whether

you anticipate having a lot of duplicate files.  

Continued on page 8
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Electronic Discovery
Continued from page 7

vendors also sometimes obscure data charges by failing to

distinguish between compressed and decompressed data. E-mail

data generally arrives at the processing stage in compressed form.

Processing e-mails for e-discovery requires decompressing the

data, increasing its size. The 1,000 e-mails collected from

Employee A might be 10 gigabytes compressed but 20 when

decompressed after processing. Check to see whether the vendor’s

price is for compressed or decompressed data, as this can have a

big effect on your total bill.

After processing comes hosting. All of that data needs to sit on a

server while attorneys access it to review it. Data hosting looks

cheap at first. A typical vendor might charge $20-30 per gigabyte,

depending on the volume of data hosted. But the cost of data hosting

adds up to big numbers, particularly for large collections of data

that sit for a long period of time. Be sure to ask about options for

archiving unused data. Ask if there is a cost to accessing archived

data that might chew into savings from not hosting that data.

Find a Good Platform

Different discovery vendors have different review platforms —

software that attorneys use to review documents — and they vary

markedly in quality. The key parameters for a platform are its search

capabilities and its speed. Some platforms have intuitive search

menus that do not require a steep learning curve. Others have

complicated menu systems that require extensive training and

engender substantial frustration. Some platforms have powerful search

tools that let attorneys slice and dice data in neat (and useful!) ways.

Others offer limited functionality that doesn’t allow lawyers to take

advantage of the vast amounts of data produced in e-discovery.

Speed of the platform is also critical. Some platforms load even

large documents seamlessly. Others are so slow that lawyers’ time

entries ought to read “waiting for documents to load.” Speed is

impacted, in part, by how one accesses the platform. Some platforms

require Citrix, which is software that allows users to access data

on a remote server. This can be clunky. Other platforms can be

installed on a computer. These generally run faster but are not

ideal if lawyers use multiple computers. Finally, some platforms

are web-based. These are generally a good compromise between

speed and accessibility. Most vendors would be happy to give

you a demonstration of their platform, so be sure to see for yourself

which one best suits your needs and technical proficiency (and

your frustration tolerance).

Make Sure The Project Management Team 

Is Good

A good project management team is indispensable. The vast

majority of lawyers do not understand electronic data as well as

an e-discovery vendor. Because of this knowledge gap, lawyers

typically know what they want but not how to achieve it. For

example, during document collection, a lawyer might want to

exclude irrelevant data as early as possible, so that less money is

spent on processing and fewer documents are reviewed. Good

project managers are able to take broad aspirations like these and

turn them into reality. With minimal handholding, they know how

to achieve the result the lawyer wants and can explain how they will

get there and (more importantly) what it will cost without heaps of

jargon. Bad project managers require minutely detailed instructions.

Bad project managers are unable to translate real world needs into

technical reality. And bad project managers speak in jargon-laden

rambles, requiring lawyers that want to understand what their e-

discovery vendor is doing to engage in cross-examination.

The only way to sort good project managers from bad is through

experience and word-of-mouth. Do your diligence and ask for

recommendations.

Conclusion 

When facing hundreds of thousands of emails and computer files

to review and produce on a compressed schedule, using a vendor

with a reliable team and a user-friendly and robust search tool

makes a world of difference. Ensuring your use of the vendor is

cost-effective will make a world of difference to your client, as

well. We have worked with several different vendors, and they

all have strengths and weaknesses. It is important to find one that

fits your needs and whose pricing makes sense for your data set.

The parameters above will help you find a good vendor at a good

price. Knowing you engaged a good vendor will surely help you

sleep better at night . . . but good luck buying a mattress. 

8
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The seminal Supreme Court decision Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963) places on the Government

an affirmative duty to disclose all material information to a criminal defendant. However, courts may not be

applying this rule strong enough. Even when the Government withholds helpful evidence from the defense,

a new trial based on a violation of the Brady rule is rare. Too often it seems, prosecutors can say “I’m sorry”

and avoid any consequences in court for withholding evidence.  

This article proposes three ways the Seventh Circuit can help strengthen Brady. First, as a threshold matter,

courts in the Seventh Circuit can adjust the bar for proving that withheld evidence might have created a

“reasonable probability” of a different result under Brady. Second, courts can clarify that all evidence that

could have affected the result at trial, whether admissible or not, can warrant a new trial under Brady. Third,

courts can freely grant evidentiary hearings regarding the potential effect of withheld evidence.  

Setting the Bar for Proving Materiality

Under Brady, a defendant is entitled to a new trial if: “(1) the prosecution suppressed evidence; 

(2) the evidence was favorable to the defense; and (3) the evidence was material to an issue at trial.”

Toliver v. McCaughtry, 539 F.3d 766, 780 (7th Cir. 2008). Information is “material” if there is a

“reasonable probability” that, had the evidence been disclosed, the result of the trial would have been

different. Kyles v. Whitley, 514 U.S. 419, 434 (1995).  The challenge for courts is to set the proper bar

for what does and what does not amount to a “reasonable probability.”  

Continued on page 10
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The case law has laid out the upper and lower boundaries of

what may be a “reasonable probability.” On the upper end of

the boundaries, a defendant need not prove he would have “more

likely than not” received a different verdict to show a “reasonable

probability.” Id. On the lower end, the “mere possibility” that

undisclosed information might have helped the defense cannot

rise to the level of a “reasonable probability” of a different result.

See United States v. Villasenor, 664 F.3d 673, 683-84 (7th Cir. 2011)

(quoting United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97, 109–10 (1976)).

Put in terms of probability, if a hypothetical defendant could

show that he would have more likely than not gotten a different

verdict, say above 50% odds, then there would be materiality

under this line of cases. Or, if a hypothetical defendant only

showed that he would have a mere possibility of a different

verdict, say 1% odds, then there would be no materiality. But

what about in between these boundaries? Is 40% odds of a

different verdict a reasonable probability? Is 25%? 10%? The

chart below is illustrative of these boundaries.

In a recent dissent, Chief Judge Kozinski of the Ninth Circuit took

a provocative look at the incentives at work in setting the bar

for a “reasonable probability” under Brady. See United States v.

Olsen, 737 F.3d 625 (9th Cir. 2013). Judge Kozinski started his

dissent boldly: “[t]here is an epidemic of Brady violations abroad

in the land. Only judges can put a stop to it.” Id. at 626. Calling the

majority ruling excusing the Government’s non-disclosure

“dangerously broad,” id. at 630, he continued:

The panel shrugs off an egregious Brady violation as

immaterial. . . . By raising the materiality bar impossibly

high, the panel invites prosecutors to avert their gaze

from exculpatory evidence, secure in the belief that, if it

turns up after the defendant has been convicted, judges

will dismiss the Brady violation as immaterial.

Id. at 633. Rather, Judge Kozinski said judges must “send

prosecutors a clear message: Betray Brady, give short shrift to

Giglio, and you will lose your ill-gotten conviction.” Id.

In the Olsen case, Judge Kozinski explained he “would easily

find a Brady violation.” Id. The jury in Olsen convicted the

defendant of knowingly developing a weapon of mass destruction

(i.e., ricin). The defendant admitted that he made ricin, but said

he had no intent to use it as a weapon. To convict him, the

Government relied on a bottle of “spiked” allergy pills in his

possession that allegedly contained ricin, based on the testimony

of the crime lab technician. The defense unsuccessfully tried to

cast doubt on the evidence by arguing the test was contaminated.

However, the Government withheld impeachment evidence

showing that the lab technician had been fired for being

“incompetent” and engaging in “gross misconduct.” The

Government had a report showing that the technician botched

other cases and wrongfully contaminated evidence. Yet, the

Government did not disclose this evidence to the defense and

the panel did not find a Brady violation because the panel said

the withheld evidence was not material in light of other allegedly

incriminating evidence.

On Judge Kozinski’s logic, in situations like those presented in

Olsen, to protect defendants’ constitutional rights and disincentivize

prosecutors from failing to disclose information, courts may be

better off setting the bar closer to the lower end of the “reasonable

probability” boundaries discussed above. Such an approach is

completely permissible under the case law. For example, to do

so, courts in the Seventh Circuit can emphasize that evidence

may be material if it “creates a reasonable doubt that did not

otherwise exist.” United States v. Fairman, 769 F.2d 386, 392

(7th Cir. 1985) (quoting United States v. Agurs, 427 U.S. 97,

112 (1976)); Toliver, 539 F.3d at 782 (finding “the disputed

evidence might well have created a reasonable doubt.”). By

definition, if withheld evidence could have created reasonable

doubt, then it should also be “material” under Brady because

there is a “reasonable probability” of a different result.  

Continued on page 11
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Going back to our hypothetical probabilities, reasonable doubt

that didn’t otherwise exist surely does not need to rise to the

level of 50% odds of a different result. What about 40%? Or

25%? Whatever the bar, what is key is that prosecutor knows

that there is a real risk of losing a conviction if he does not

properly disclose all evidence. A

higher bar too easily allows the

prosecutor to say “I’m sorry for not

disclosing the evidence, but it

wouldn’t have mattered anyway.”

Clarifying Inadmissible
Evidence May be
Material

The Seventh Circuit has not

expressly held that inadmissible

evidence may be material under

Brady. In some cases, the Seventh Circuit has suggested a per

se rule that inadmissible evidence cannot be material,

following the minority view of federal appellate courts. See

United States v. Salem, 578 F.3d 682, 686 (7th Cir. 2009)

(“[O]nly admissible evidence can be material, for only

admissible evidence could possibly lead to a different verdict.”);

United States v. Silva, 71 F.3d 667, 670 (7th Cir. 1995);

Jardine v. Dittmann, 658 F.3d 772, 776-77 (7th Cir. 2011) (per

curiam). In other cases, the Seventh Circuit indicated that

information may be material if it would simply “lead directly

to” evidence admissible at trial, following the majority view of

circuit courts. See United States v. Dimas, 3 F.3d 1015, 1018

(7th Cir. 1993).  

In a more recent opinion, however, the Seventh Circuit

strongly suggested, but did not hold, that the better rule is the

latter, majority rule. See United States v. Morales, 746 F.3d

310, 314-15 (7th Cir. 2014).1 The Morales opinion reasoned

that the Supreme Court has consistently applied the test for

materiality “broadly” and in fact considered whether the

withheld information might have led to additional evidence.

Id. at 314.  The opinion described this methodology as “more

consistent with the majority view in the courts of appeals than

with a rule that restricts Brady to formally admissible

evidence.” Id. Further, the opinion said “it is hard to find a

principled basis for distinguishing inadmissible impeachment

evidence and other inadmissible evidence that, if disclosed

would lead to the discovery of evidence reasonably likely to

affect a trial’s outcome.” Id. at 315.  

Beyond Morales, multiple federal courts of appeals that have

addressed this issue also agree that

inadmissible evidence may be

material under Brady. For example

•  In Ellsworth v. Warden, 333

F.3d 1, 4-5 (1st Cir. 2003) (en

banc) the First Circuit remanded for

further proceedings based on a

withheld note that was inadmissible

double hearsay but could have

led to admissible evidence.

•  In United States v. Gil, 297

F.3d 93, 104 (2d Cir. 2002) the

Second Circuit remanded for a new trial based on 

a memo with hearsay statements of questionable

admissibility that “could lead to admissible evidence.”

• In Johnson v. Folino, 705 F.3d 117, 129-30 (3d Cir.

2013) the Third Circuit remanded based on

undisclosed impeachment evidence, even if the

evidence was inadmissible.

• In Felder v. Johnson, 180 F.3d 206, 212 (5th Cir.

1999) the Fifth Circuit reaffirmed its rule that

“inadmissible evidence may be material under Brady.”

Continued on page 12

1  The author worked on this appeal on behalf of the Defendant.
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• In United States v. Taylor, 471 F. App’x 499, 521 (6th

Cir. 2012), the Sixth Circuit stated “[t]his court,

however, has held that ‘information withheld by the

prosecution’ need only ‘lead directly to[ ] evidence

admissible at trial’ in order to be material under Brady.”

• In Paradis v. Arave, 240 F.3d 1169, 1178-79 (9th Cir.

2001) the Ninth Circuit found that the inadmissible

notes of the prosecutor, which could have been useful

to help impeachment, were material.

• In Banks v. Workman, 692 F.3d 1133, 1142 (10th Cir.

2012), the Tenth Circuit observed: “evidence cannot

qualify as material without first being admissible or

at least ‘reasonably likely’ to lead to the discovery of

admissible evidence.” 

• In Spaziano v. Singletary, 36 F.3d 1028, 1044 (11th

Cir. 1994) the Eleventh Circuit also stated that: “[a]

reasonable probability of a different result is possible

only if the suppressed information is itself admissible

evidence or would have led to admissible evidence.” 

Despite this majority position, the Seventh Circuit declined to

extend this rule in the Morales case because the rule was not

determinative of the outcome in that case. Nonetheless, going

forward,  the Seventh Circuit and its district courts can help

strengthen Brady by applying the majority rule and clarifying

definitively that inadmissible evidence may be material for the

purposes of Brady.

Freely Allowing Evidentiary Hearings

Another modest way for courts in the Seventh Circuit to help

protect the Brady rule is to freely grant evidentiary hearings

regarding the potential effect of withheld evidence. If a

defendant legitimately requests an evidentiary hearing regarding

withheld evidence in the district court, it should be granted as

a matter of course to ensure that the record is complete. Similarly,

if the materiality of withheld evidence is in question on the

appellate record, then the case can be remanded for a hearing.

For example, in Dimas, the Seventh Circuit remanded and

explained “the somewhat sparse record leaves us with serious

questions about what impact the Brady material might have

had on the jury.” United States v. Dimas, 3 F.3d 1015, 1018

(7th Cir. 1993).  Similarly, in Salem, the Court remanded for

hearing and commented “[w]ithout an evidentiary hearing,

we’re left wondering what other evidence . . . is out there.”

United States v. Salem, 578 F.3d 682, 686-87 (7th Cir. 2009).

To the extent the materiality or admissibility of the suppressed

emails is unclear based on the factual record in a Brady situation, it

is because the Government did not disclose the evidence. Since

the defense never had the chance to develop the trial record on

this evidence, courts should allow it to do so in the context of

an evidentiary hearing. 

*  *  *

Applying the Brady rule in this way — that is, setting the bar

appropriately for proving materiality, clarifying inadmissible

evidence may be material, and freely allowing evidentiary

hearings — could help the Seventh Circuit protect the rights 

of defendants and ensure that “sorry” is not enough for

prosecutors when it comes to violations of the Brady rule. 
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Alright… full disclosure up front: I don’t really view Justice Scalia’s dissent in in American

Broadcasting Companies, Inc. v. Aereo, Inc.,1 joined by Justices Thomas and Alito, as truly being on

the cutting edge. But, compared to the majority’s Breyer-authored, head-in-the-sand approach to the

technology-related legal issues – (in my opinion, I concede) – barreling towards the courts, at least

the dissent is looking somewhere vaguely forward-ish. 

This is a cheeky way to start an article critiquing a Supreme Court decision in a hotly-contested case,2

on which many learned scholars have offered opinions in both directions.3 My tone has precedent in

Justice Scalia’s dissent, though.4 Moreover, the majority opinion so fully evades the important issues

in the case that it is ripe for some criticism.

In this article, I offer up that criticism. I believe that, at best, the Aereo decision’s negative impact will

be confined to the courts: the decision resolves its instant dispute at the expense of clarity, creating

the strange totality-of-the-circumstances test described by Justice Scalia, which will be difficult for

courts to apply in future cases. At worst, the opinion will seriously hamper technological innovation,

as its vagueness will only worsen the fears of legal repercussion held by innovators in the digital

information and storage fields.

Continued on page 14

*Zachary Willenbrink is a clerk for Judge J. P. Stadtmueller of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin. He is a 2011
magna cum laude graduate of Marquette University Law School, where he served as an articles editor for the Marquette Law Review.
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To support that conclusion, I will first provide a brief overview

of the background of the case, discussing Aereo’s business

operations and the path of the case to the Supreme Court.

Thereafter, I will discuss the Supreme Court’s two opinions:

the majority, authored by Justice Breyer;

and the dissent, authored by Justice Scalia.

Finally, I explain why I believe the majority’s

opinion is so problematic, and why the

dissent’s proposed conclusion is the correct

one (or at least closer to being the correct one).

1. Background

Aereo is a subscription-based service that

allows its users to stream — practically live

— and digitally record the content of over-

the-air broadcast stations.5 We must say that

the stream is “practically live,” because

Aereo’s entire system (and part of its legal

argument in the courts) depends upon a

process by which Aereo saves a copy of

broadcast programming; the subscriber then

streams the saved copy, resulting in a

several-second delay.6

As the majority opinion aptly summarized,

Aereo owns a system of “servers, transcoders,

and thousands of dime-sized antennas

housed in a central warehouse”; it utilizes that equipment the

following four-step process to deliver programming to its

subscribers. First, a subscriber visits Aereo’s website and selects

which program he would like to watch. Second, Aereo’s servers

assign one of the antennas to that specific subscriber and tune

the antenna to the selected broadcast; the antenna receives the

broadcast, which is then transcoded into data. Third, Aereo’s

servers save the broadcast data into a folder that has been assigned

to the subscriber, creating a subscriber-specific, personal copy

of the broadcast. Fourth, after several seconds of the broadcast

have been saved, the server begins to stream the subscriber’s

personal copy of the broadcast over the Internet on a device of

his choosing.7

Though the majority did not discuss it, Aereo’s service allows

subscribers to do more than simply watch broadcast programming:

it also allows subscribers to pause, rewind, and record them.8

Aereo’s “Record” feature works practically identically to that

on a digital video recorder (“DvR”). Both allow users to

record a program that they are watching live or to schedule a

recording of a program in advance of its air time. In the latter

case, Aereo’s servers will record the program, saving it to a

subscriber-specific folder for that the subscriber may access at

a later time.9

Predictably, Aereo’s system earned the ire of several

national broadcasting companies, including

ABC, CBS, NBC, Fox, and others,10 who

banded together to file suit against Aereo

in the federal district court for the Southern

District of New York. Shortly after filing

the case, the broadcasters requested a

preliminary injunction. The broadcasters

limited the scope of that motion, “challenging

only the aspects of Aereo’s service that allow

subscribers to view Plaintiffs’ copyrighted

television programs contemporaneously

with the over-the-air broadcast of these

programs,” on the basis that, by providing

such service, “Aereo was directly liable for

copyright infringement by publicly performing

Plaintiffs’ copyrighted works.” In other

words, the broadcasters’ requested injunction

was very narrow, in that it would have

applied only to Aereo’s “Watch” feature

(not the “Record” feature) and only on the

basis of direct copyright infringement (as

opposed to contributory infringement).11

The district court denied the requested

preliminary injunction. In doing so, the

district court closely examined the Second Circuit’s decision in

Cartoon Network LP v. CSC Holdings, Inc. (“Cablevision” as

referred to by the district court and Second Circuit), which had

previously construed the Copyright Act of 1976’s “Transmit

Clause,” which the broadcasters argued applies to Aereo’s

system.12 The owner of a copyright has an exclusive right to

“perform” the copyrighted work; that exclusive right includes

the right to transmit the work, as defined in the Transmit Clause:

[t]o perform or display a work “publicly” means ... to
transmit or otherwise communicate a performance or
display of the work ... to the public, by means of any  

Continued on page 15
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device or process, whether the members of the public
capable of receiving the performance or display receive it
in the same place or in separate places and at the same
time or at different times.13

In Cablevision, the Second Circuit determined that a remotely-

located DvR did not violate that exclusive right, because it was

not covered by the Transmit Clause. To reach that determination,

the Second Circuit held that the remote DvR system did not

“publicly perform” any shows it transmitted, as any performance

of the work would be accessible to only one user (the subscriber

who requested the television show). Because the DvR’s performance

was accessible to only one user, it was merely private rather than

public, and thus did not transmit the performance.14 Applying that

holding to Aereo’s system, the district court ultimately determined

that the system was, for legal purposes, equivalent to the remote

DvR discussed in Cablevision.15 The broadcasters were, therefore,

unlikely to succeed on the merits, and in spite of the potential for

irreparable harm, the balance of hardships weighed against granting

a preliminary injunction.16

The broadcasters filed an interlocutory appeal of the denial of a

preliminary injunction with the Second Circuit.17 The Second Circuit

also closely analyzed Cablevision, ultimately finding that the case

compelled a conclusion that Aereo’s streams to subscribers were not

public performances.18 In doing so, the Second Circuit acknowledged

that technological developments that were totally unanticipated at

the time the 1976 Copyright Act was passed — like DvR systems

and Aereo’s services — “have created tension between Congress’s

view that retransmissions of network programs by cable television

systems should be deemed public performances and its intent that

some transmissions be classified as private.”19

Finding the Cablevision decision applicable and refusing to overrule

it, the Second Circuit went on to discuss the remaining injunction

factors, and ultimately to affirm the district court’s denial of a

preliminary injunction, with one panel member dissenting.20 The

Second Circuit later declined to rehear the case en banc over a

dissent by two of its judges.21

2. The Supreme Court’s Aereo Decision

The broadcasters petitioned the Supreme Court for a writ of

certiorari, presenting the following question:

Whether a company “publicly performs a copy-righted

television program when it retransmits a broadcast of that

program to thousands of paid subscribers over the

Internet.” 22

The Supreme Court granted the writ of certiorari on January 10,

2014.23 Oral argument was held, and on June 25, 2014, the

Supreme Court issued its decision.24

2.1 Justice Breyer’s Majority Opinion

The majority opinion, written by Justice Breyer, found it

appropriate to reverse and remand the Second Circuit’s

decision.25 In doing so, the majority discusses both prongs of

the Transmit Clause, whereas the district court and Second

Circuit had focused solely on whether Aereo’s streams could

be deemed public, the majority examines that fact in addition

to whether they should be viewed as performances under the

Transmit Clause.26 Finding that Aereo’s streams do, indeed,

meet both prongs, the majority concludes that “Aereo ‘perform[s]’

petitioners’ copyrighted works ‘publicly,’” and therefore reverses

the Second Circuit’s judgment.27

2.1.1 Whether Aereo “Performs” Copyrighted Work

The majority begins by addressing the question of whether Aereo

performs when it streams content to its subscribers.28 It acknowledges

that “Considered alone, the language of the [Copyright] Act does

not clearly indicate when an entity ‘perform[s]’ (or ‘transmit[s]’)

and when it merely supplies equipment that allows others to do

so.”29 Therefore, the majority turns to examining the purpose of

the Copyright Act’s Transmit Clause. 

In doing so, it discusses two prior Supreme Court cases:

Fortnightly Corp. v. United Artists Television, Inc., and

Teleprompter Corp. v. Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.30

In Fortnightly, the Supreme Court considered a community

antenna television (or CATv) system, which provided local

broadcast television to subscribers in two cities by placing

antennas on hills above the cities and transmitting the broadcast

signal to subscribers using a series of cables.31 The Court found

that the system’s rebroadcast was not a performance, because

“[v]iewers do not perform,” and the CATv system “falls on the

viewer’s side of the line.”32

Continued on page 16
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The Teleprompter Court encountered a slight variation on the

facts; in that case, the CATv system carried the broadcast signals

from hundreds of miles away to viewers who likely could not

otherwise afford the expensive amplifying equipment that they

would otherwise need to receive the signals.33 The “reception

and rechanneling for simultaneous viewing” performed by the

Teleprompter CATv system, the Court determined, was “essentially

a viewer function” especially considering the lack of editing or

creativity performed by the CATv system.34

As the majority opinion acknowledges, Congress amended the

Copyright Act in 1976 “in large part to reject the Court’s holdings

in Fortnightly and Teleprompter.”35 In doing so, “Congress enacted

new language that erased the Court’s line between broadcaster

and viewer, in respect to ‘perform[ing]’ a work.”36 Under this

new formulation, which is still applicable today, both a broadcaster

and a viewer would “perform” a work by “show[ing] its images

in any sequence or to make the sounds accompanying it audible.”37

Congress also inserted the Transmit Clause, which made clear

that an entity “performs publicly when it ‘transmit[s] … a

performance … to the public.’”38 The majority finds that all of

this, together with a new regulation on cable companies, was

intended to bring CATv- and cable-style operations into the

ambit of the copyright laws.39

Ultimately, because Aereo “is not simply an equipment provider,”

but is in fact “substantially similar … to the CATv companies

that Congress amended the [Copyright] Act to reach,” the majority

concludes that Aereo “performs,” under the Transmit Clause. It

notes that, while there is a significant difference between CATv/cable

services and Aereo — namely, the fact that Aereo is totally

user-directed, whereas the CATv/cable services transmitted

constantly — that fact “does not make a critical difference here.”40

Rather, solely because of “Aereo’s overwhelming likeness to

the cable companies targeted by the 1976 amendments,” the

majority determines that Aereo’s services must mean that

Aereo performs.41

The majority opinion concludes this section with a
disclaimer:

In other cases involving different kinds of service or
technology providers, a user’s involvement in the

operation of the provider’s equipment and selection of
the content transmitted may well bear on whether the
provider performs within the meaning of the [Copyright]
Act. But the many similarities between Aereo and cable
companies, considered in light of Congress’ basic
purposes in amending the Copyright Act, convince us
that this difference is not critical here. We conclude that
Aereo is not just an equipment supplier and that Aereo
“perform[s].”42

2.1.2 “Public” Nature of Performance

The majority then turns to the question of whether Aereo’s re-

transmission of broadcast data should be deemed a “performance

… to the public.”43 It quickly determines that the re-transmission

was, indeed, a “performance,” leaving the sticky question addressed

by the district court and Second Circuit, below: whether the

performance is transmitted “to the public.”44

Ultimately, the majority concludes that Aereo’s re-transmission

is, indeed “public.” It notes that, while “an Aereo subscriber

receives broadcast television signals with an antenna dedicated

to him alone,” and “each transmission is to only one subscriber,” in

the end “these differences do not distinguish Aereo’s system

from cable systems, which do perform ‘publicly.’”45 Because

Aereo transmits “the same contemporaneously perceptible images

and sounds to a large number of people who are unrelated and

unknown to each other,” its transmission is public.46

2.1.3 “Public” Nature of Performance

Perhaps realizing the potentially-chilling effect that its ruling

could have, the majority ends its decision by noting the limitations

on its holding: 

We agree that Congress, while intending the Transmit
Claus to apply broadly to cable companies and their
equivalents, did not intend to discourage or to control the
emergence or use of different kinds of technologies. But
we do not believe that our limited holding today will have
that effect.47

The Court notes that its holdings on the terms “perform” and

“public,” are limited to the technology at hand, given the

relation of those terms to technologies like CATv and cable,

which are similar to Aereo’s services. Apparently, it is that 

Continued on page 17
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similarity — standing alone — that this case turns upon, meaning that

this case’s holdings should not have any impact on other technologies.48

2.2 Justice Scalia’s Dissent

Justice Scalia’s dissent is multi-faceted. In it,

he concludes that Aereo does not directly

infringe upon the broadcasters’ copyrights,

because Aereo neither “performs” the

copyrighted work nor does it do so publicly.

2.2.1 Direct vs. Secondary Liability

for Copyright Infringement

Justice Scalia begins the substance of his

dissent by noting the two types of liability

for copyright infringement: direct and

secondary.49 Direct infringement occurs

when an entity “personally engages in

infringing conduct,” whereas secondary

liability “is a means of holding defendants responsible for

infringement by third parties, even when the defendants have not

themselves engaged in the infringing activity.”50 This distinction

is important for two reasons.

First, in the matter at hand, the Court is considering only direct

infringement.51 Therefore, even if the Court were to have found 

in Aereo’s favor that its device does not directly infringe the

broadcasters’ copyrights, Aereo could still have been found liable

for secondary infringement.52

Second, and relatedly, typically copyright suits against equipment

manufacturers or service providers are premised upon a secondary

liability claim.53 That is because, generally, courts have looked for

volitional conduct directed to the plaintiff’s copyrighted materials

in order to find direct infringement.54 Thus, if a defendant — be it

service provider or subscriber — may be held directly liable only

for its personal, volitional conduct, then “[m]ost of the time that

issue will come down to who selects the copyrighted content: the

defendant or its customers.”55 Justice Scalia points to a copy shop

as an example of a non-volitional provider that should not be held

liable for direct infringement: the copy shop allows use of its

copiers by customers, who may use them for legal purposes

(copying their child’s drawing) or illegal purposes (copying a

famous artist’s photographs).56 Of course, the copy shop does not

choose what the customer copies — that is, the copy shop has no

volitional role in the selection of copied material — and, therefore,

should not be held directly liable for its customers’ infringing

activities.57 Contrast that to a video-on-demand service, such as

Netflix, which is not agnostic to content; rather, while a user must

still select the content to watch, Netflix curates the available content

to begin with.58 That curatorial selection and arrangement “constitutes

a volitional act directed to specific copyrighted works and thus

serves as a basis for direct liability.”59

Justice Scalia determines that this

volitional/non-volitional distinction is

important. Without it, the “distinction

between direct and secondary liability

would collapse.”60

2.2.2 Direct Liability for Performance

With that framework in place, Judge Scalia

turns to addressing whether Aereo’s service

is more like the non-volitional copy shop or

the volitional video-on-demand service.61 In

truth it is not perfectly analogous to either.

Using Aereo’s system, subscribers initiate

otherwise-dormant equipment to duplicate

copyrighted material, just as they would use

a photocopier in a copy shop or a vCR. But Aereo’s system allows

copying of a limited range of content, specifically copyrighted

materials that are freely broadcast by television stations. Justice

Scalia, thus, compares Aereo’s operations to a copy shop that

provides customers with a library card: both provide customers

with access to a range of freely available, though copyrighted,

material and duplication services.62

So, the question becomes whether Aereo’s offered services — to

allow consumers to duplicate copyrighted material from a limited

range of freely available sources — constitutes volitional conduct,

such that it could create direct liability.63 Justice Scalia concludes

that it does not.

Unlike video-on-demand services, Aereo does not
provide a prearranged assortment of movies and
television shows. Rather, it assigns each subscriber an
antenna that — like a library card — can be used to
obtain whatever broadcasts are freely available. Some of
those broadcasts are copyrighted; others are in the public
domain. The key point is that subscribers call all the shots  

Continued on page 18
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… Aereo’s operation of that system is a volitional act and
a but-for cause of the resulting performances, but, as in
the case of the copy shop, that degree of involvement is
not enough for direct liability.64

Thus, Justice Scalia concludes that Aereo

“does not ‘perform’ for the sole and simple

reason that it does not make the choice of

content. And because Aereo does not perform,

it cannot be held directly liable for infringing”

the broadcasters’ copyrights.65

Next, Justice Scalia asks whether a finding

that Aereo “performs” is necessitated by

the similarity between Aereo’s services

and cable systems.66 This, of course, must

be the central point of the majority’s

opinion, seeing as the majority took pains

to describe its holding as non-applicable

to other technologies that may be less

cable-like than Aereo’s service.67 In

Justice Scalia’s eyes, this “looks-like-

cable-Tv”68 test is flawed because it 

1. relies on legislative history, which he views as

notoriously unreliable;69

2. does not address important substantive differences

between Aereo’s system and the CATv and cable

systems at issue in Fortnightly and Teleprompter,

specifically the fact that CATv/cable systems were

constantly broadcasting, whereas Aereo begins

streaming a program only after a user has directed it to

do so;70 and 

3. substitutes an ad-hoc, “looks-like-cable-Tv” test —

which lacks any firm criteria and will thus have to be

applied on a case-by-case basis with little guidance

from the Supreme Court — for the bright-line

volitional conduct test that courts had generally

adopted.71

2.2.3 Public Nature of Performance

Justice Scalia also makes the related point that the majority’s

discussion of the “public” aspect of the transmission clause —

just like its examination of the “perform” aspect — rests wholly

on the exact same rationale applied to find that Aereo “performs,”

specifically that Aereo’s services are similar to cable Tv.72 Thus,

the majority has collapsed both determinations into the same test,

simultaneously making the “public” portion of the transmission

clause totally irrelevant, while still analyzing that portion. 

The upshot is this: If Aereo’s similarity to a cable
company means that it performs, then by necessity that

same characteristic means that it does
so publicly, and Part III of the Court's
opinion discusses an issue that is no
longer relevant — though discussing it
certainly gives the opinion the “feel” of
real textual analysis.73

Otherwise, because Justice Scalia concludes

that Aereo does not perform, he does not

actually reach the question of whether

Aereo’s performances were, in fact, public.74

2.2.4 Conclusion: No Direct
Infringement

Justice Scalia concludes his dissent by

noting his general agreement with the

majority’s evident reluctance to condone

Aereo’s activities.75 Rather than “distort”

the text of the Copyright Act in an effort to act on that reluctance

and to bar Aereo’s activities, as he believes the majority has

done, Justice Scalia suggests affirming the decisions of the

courts below.76 Doing so would allow Aereo to escape a preliminary

injunction for now, but would leave open for further proceedings

the significant issue of Aereo’s secondary liability.77 And if, on

remand, secondary liability were not assessed against Aereo,

then Aereo would simply be operating within a loophole, which

Congress could act to close.78 Perhaps Aereo’s operations cause

some moral queasiness; perhaps they would create changes for

the television broadcasting industry. But “[i]t is the role of

good lawyers to identify and exploit [loopholes], and the role

of Congress to eliminate them if it wishes.”79

Past technologies such as the vCR, Justice Scalia points out,

were also expected to sound the death knell for the movie and

television industry.80 The broadcasters and amici make the same

predictions for Aereo.81

Continued on page 19
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But, just as the predictions about the vCR ultimately proved

unfounded, Aereo’s ultimate impact is unknown now, as well.82

Given that fact, together with the fact that Aereo’s actions may

still be subject to secondary liability, Justice Scalia concludes

that the majority’s opinion by noting that

the proper course is not to bend and twist the Act’s terms
in an effort to produce a just outcome, but to apply the
law as it stands and leave to Congress the task of deciding
whether the Copyright Act needs an upgrade. I conclude,
as the Court concluded in Sony: “It may well be that
Congress will take a fresh look at this new technology,
just as it so often has examined other innovations in the
past. But it is not our job to apply laws that have not yet
been written. Applying the copyright statute, as it now
reads, to the facts as they have been developed in this
case, the judgment of the Court of Appeals must be
[affirmed].”83

3. Justice Scalia's Aereo Dissent Provides the Clearer Rule

and will not Inhibit Innovation

The problems with the majority’s opinion fall into two groups:

first, problems with the opinion, itself; and, second, practical

problems that may result from it. I will discuss both of those

groups before describing how Justice Scalia’s dissenting opinion

provides a more cogent analysis that, simultaneously, reaches the

correct outcome in the case and allows for continued technological

innovation while a more workable rule is developed.

3.1 Problems Within the Majority Opinion

Perhaps the most serious problem with the majority opinion is its

ultimate lack of a clear rule or limiting principle. To begin, the

majority’s path of analysis is totally perplexing. In reality, the

majority could have chosen not to address the “perform” and

“public” prongs of the Transmit Clause separately — its holdings

on both terms flow purely from the fact that Aereo’s service are

very similar to CATv/cable systems. In other words, the majority

opinion addresses both as distinct prongs of the Transmit Clause,

but then applies the exact same standard to each prong.84 There is

no apparent reason for doing so.

More concerning is the fact that it would be generous to find that

the majority’s opinion creates or applies any standard at all.

Justice Scalia hits the nail on the head when he calls the majority’s

approach a “looks-like-cable-Tv” test.85 But to the extent that we

can call this a test at all, it is, at best, a test that exists and is decided

solely in the eyes of any judge considering the issue on a case-

by-case basis. There are no standards for determining whether a

technology is like cable television, only a determination that Aereo

is so. And it is so on both the “perform” and “public” prongs of

the Transmit Clause — although the relevance of the distinction

between those prongs is totally unclear. 

Any actual test, such as the volitional test proposed by Justice Scalia

in his dissent, certainly makes no appearance in either the “perform”

or “public” portions of the majority’s analysis. The lower courts

are left with no guiding principles on how to determine whether a

technology “performs” or does so to the “public.” For example,

in discussing whether Aereo “performs,” the majority describes

how Aereo’s system remains inert until the user directs otherwise

— a potentially important point.86 But rather than addressing the

substance of that point, the majority simply concludes that this

“makes too much out of too little,” likens Aereo’s service to cable

companies, and calls it done. In place of guiding principles on the

issue of direct infringement, the majority appears to have provided

a rudderless test to determine whether a technology is like CATv/

cable systems; that test must be applied on a case-by-case —

apparently “know-it-when-you-see-it” — basis. 

The majority tries to weaken the blow of applying this formless

test by emphasizing the limited nature of its opinion. Apparently,

this test will not have any impact on other non-Aereo innovations,

because Congress intended the Transmit Clause to apply only

to cable companies and their equivalents.87

So other important technologies that share some similarities with

Aereo — cloud storage systems, for instance — are apparently not

made illegal by this ruling. Presumably, because cloud storage

is so far distant from CATv/cable services, it will not have to

undergo the test laid out by the majority. Although, what test it

will undergo is left totally unclear.  

Likewise, DvR systems are apparently still permissible, though

their future must be much more uncertain. Perhaps if and when

those systems are challenged in court, the presiding judge will

have to apply the “looks-like-cable-Tv” test, but we cannot know

from the majority’s opinion, because that opinion does not make

clear when the test must be applied. Perhaps the presiding judge

will find that DvRs are so similar to cable that they satisfy the

Transmit Clause; perhaps not, given the lack of clear guidance 

Continued on page 20
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from the majority. In the meantime, manufacturers, sellers,

cable companies, and customers will all have to wait to see

how that turns out.

At best, it seems like the majority is hoping that its decision

will apply to the instant case, alone. But there are some issues

with that, too. First, if that was the intention, then why didn’t

the Court clearly say so, in order to prevent confusion by the

lower courts? Second, do we really want the Supreme Court to

create this sort of extremely limited rule, in what appears to be

an effort to put an end to a technological advancement that strikes

them the wrong way? To be sure, as Justice Scalia acknowledges,88

there is something unseemly about Aereo’s efforts to skim some extra

money out of the efforts of broadcasters to get their programming to

viewers via the airwaves. Aereo’s loophole-seeking is just a bit

too cute, cozying into the comfortable absence of regulation left

by statutory language and case law, which was developed before

anyone could have envisioned the service Aereo offers. But I

would wager that loophole-seeking — to reduce corporate taxes,

avoid environmental regulations, and the like — is the norm

amongst our nation’s corporate citizenry. Many may look at such

individualized loophole-seeking activities as trifles, presenting

extremely limited issues not deserving of the Supreme Court’s

power to create sweeping, nationally-applicable rules. Such cases,

this logic dictates, should be dealt with in the lower courts, and

I agree. So it is troubling that the Court is willing to step in, here,

to create a loophole-closing, ad-hoc rule that favors the powerful

broadcasters (an outcome probably better left to the Legislature).

Finally, I must point out that this ruling was absolutely unnecessary

from a procedural standpoint. This case is technically still in its

infancy: it reached the Supreme Court on the broadcasters’ request

for a preliminary injunction on the extremely limited issue of

whether Aereo’s “Play” feature directly infringes their copyrights.

In other words, the orders being appealed did not end the case; did

not address the totality of Aereo’s operations; and, most importantly,

did not present any secondary liability issues.89 Given the extremely

preliminary nature of the proceedings, the Supreme Court should

have denied the broadcasters’ petition for a writ of certiorari or,

after having granted the petition, dismissed the petition as having

been improvidently granted. That would have allowed them to

avoid confronting the legal issues; instead those issues would

have had time to be fully aired in the courts below. The Supreme

Court could then have taken the case up on a more complete

record, with the option of considering whether secondary liability

was a better fit for Aereo’s system than direct liability. Likewise,

the Court would have had the same option if it had adopted

Justice Scalia’s suggested path — it could even have instructed

the lower courts to consider the issue of secondary liability

very closely. 

Instead, the Court accepted the case, kept it, and issued a decision

with an extremely loose rule, the application of which will be

perplexing for years to come… an outcome that is both undesirable

and totally unnecessary. 

3.2 Practical Problems Resulting from Majority Opinion

My true concern is that the problems inherent in the opinion,

itself — the nebulous test it proposes; the lack of guidance on

when that test applies; the choice to accept this case, which

required the Court to shoehorn Aereo’s activities into direct

infringement in order to reach its desired outcome — will

negatively impact currently-existing business and future

technological innovation. 

Given the lack of clarity on when to apply the majority’s

“looks-like-cable-Tv” test and when that test applies, businesses

and developers are left totally uncertain. Many existing businesses

and technologies involve similar technology that allows personal

storage and playback of copyrighted material, such as DvR systems

and cloud storage. The majority’s opinion, while disclaiming its

impact on those technologies, certainly does not inspire confidence

that they are per se legal. Rather, future legal fights over those

technologies are inevitable, as broadcasters try to control the

consumption of their programs and media companies hope to

prevent easy distribution of the works they own, whether music,

movies, books, or something else. In the meantime, the future

of those technologies is uncertain. And that uncertainty inures

to the owners of the businesses and technologies that remain

questionable, who either bear the financial burdens associated

with uncertainty or pass the costs on to consumers.

Consumers also lose in another way: with total uncertainty in

the field, businesses and individuals may be less likely to create

(or at least to market) innovative technologies. The Supreme

Court’s opinion effectively required Aereo to shut down.90 That

is despite the fact that Aereo’s system was practically designed

to fit within prior legal precedent regarding remote DvRs (the

Second Circuit’s Cablevision decision) and vCRs (the Supreme

Continued on page 21
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Court’s Sony decision).91 In other words, even though Aereo had
reason to believe its technology might well be legal, its entire
business model was stripped away in a single Supreme Court case.
To be sure, the finding of illegality is always a possibility, particularly
in regards to innovative technology. If you
operate in a gray area, you have to be
prepared to have that area labeled as black.

The problem, though, is that the Supreme
Court’s decision only serves to confuse
matters. We now know that Aereo’s system is
prohibited, but we know literally nothing else.
As I already mentioned, the legality of DvR
systems and cloud storage technology is still
in question. When will that question be decided?
How will it come out? Imagine facing those
questions as a business or technology owner,
with only the majority’s opinion to guide you
and millions of dollars on the line. With such
a confusing background, is it still safe to
operate your business? And, one step further,
if you were an inventor, would you choose to
try to innovate in an area that is in such flux?

For some people, the answers to both of
those latter questions may still be “yes,” but
others — particularly the risk-averse — may
choose the opposite, detracting from consumer offerings now and
in the future.

Next, consider who wins, here. The broadcasters, all firmly-
established businesses, prevail in a narrow decision. I do not
suggest that the majority intended to do a favor to moneyed
interest. Rather, I believe that the broadcasters succeeded by
raising the specter of catastrophic damage to their business;92 the
majority bought into that concern, and so rendered a formless test
that, perhaps (though not certainly), applies only in this instance.
As Justice Scalia points out, if Aereo has found a loophole in
which it can operate legally, it is the job of Congress to close that
loophole. That is precisely what occurred in the CATv cases
described by the majority. And, certainly, given the broadcasters’
power and resources, that would be a possibility. Unfortunately,
the majority has acted, here, closing a loophole, and in doing so
only creating more uncertainty.

Finally, I want to make clear that I do not necessarily believe that
Aereo’s system is — or should be — legal. It certainly skirts
some moral lines, if nothing else. But, it would have been much
better for the Supreme Court to have allowed the district court to
fully develop a record, confronting all aspects of Aereo’s system
and each facet of copyright infringement law. Had that occurred,
the Court could have rendered a much crisper decision, addressing
the case from every possible angle and making explicit the impact
its decision would have on current and future technologies could
have been.

Rather, my main concern is that the majority’s opinion creates
more uncertainty than it resolved.93 That uncertainty, while

protecting limited established interests, here,
will only serve to diminish future
innovation and consumer choice. Now, we
will all have to wait until the next (inevitable)
cases come before the Court for that
uncertainty to be resolved.

4. Conclusion

In sum, there are numerous problems with
the majority’s Aereo opinion. Its impact and
application are unclear, and it was rendered
upon a record that did not necessitate an
opinion. Given those problems, I believe
that the nation’s businesses and innovators
— and, by extension, its consumers — will
suffer until the Court clarifies the impact of
its ruling in the future. 

Justice Scalia’s dissent, on the other hand,
reveals the problems with the majority’s
opinion. His suggestion that the Second
Circuit’s opinion be affirmed would allow

for the record to be more fully developed, below. This, in turn,
would allow the district and circuit court to address the secondary
liability argument, which may have proved to be a better fit for
Aereo’s system. In either event, an affirmance would not have
meant that Aereo’s system was legal, per se, only that it needed
to be analyzed under a different test. If the case ultimately
were to reach the Supreme Court again (or if it were, instead,
to make it back only to the Second Circuit), a clearer rule could
be reached, reducing uncertainty. That reduction in uncertainty
would favor businesses and innovators, allowing them to know
the legal landscape in which they operate. Instead, the majority’s
opinion leaves that landscape woefully undefined.

Continued on page 22
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Fifty years ago, the Warren Commission was investigating the death of President John F. Kennedy, the

Civil Rights Act of 1964 was signed into law by President Lyndon B. Johnson, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

won the Nobel Peace Prize, Congress passed the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, and President Johnson

declared the “War on Poverty.”  By any measure, 1964 was a historic year.  Against that backdrop, in

the context of the turmoil over civil rights and racial tension, the United States Supreme Court, headed by

Chief Justice Earl Warren, decided several cases with profound and lasting impact on free speech,

voting rights, and discrimination.  The following case notes explore the decisions and their rationale.     

New York Times Co. v. Sullivan

New york Times Co. v. Sullivan1 is a landmark decision protecting free speech and press.

On March 29, 1960, the New York Times published an editorial advertisement entitled, “Heed Their

Rising voices,” which highlighted the struggle for civil rights in the South.2 In the advertisement, the

Committee To Defend Martin Luther King and The Struggle for Freedom in the South appealed for

funds to support the defense of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., who had been charged with the felony of

perjury, and the civil rights movement.3 The advertisement contained 10 paragraphs of text, the names

of 64 prominent persons below the text, and the names of 16 additional persons below the line “We in

the south who are struggling daily for dignity and freedom warmly endorse this appeal.”4

Continued on page 25
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The text of the advertisement began by announcing, 

As the whole world knows by now, thousands of
Southern Negro students are engaged in
widespread non-violent demonstrations in
positive affirmation of the right to live in
human dignity as guaranteed by the U.S.
Constitution and the Bill of Rights.  In
their efforts to uphold these guarantees,
they are being met by an unprecedented
wave of terror by those who would deny
and negate that document which the
whole world looks upon as setting the
pattern for modern freedom.5

The text then described the official reaction

to certain demonstrations in the South and

circumstances surrounding Dr. King. In

particular, the advertisement stated, 

In Montgomery, Alabama, after students
sang “My Country, ‘Tis of Thee” on the
State Capitol steps, their leaders were
expelled from school, and truckloads of
police armed with shotguns and tear-gas ringed the
Alabama State College Campus.  When the entire student
body protested to state authorities by refusing to re-
register, their dining hall was padlocked in an attempt to
starve them into submission.6

It was undisputed that this description of events in Montgomery

contained certain inaccuracies. According to the Court’s opinion,

while students did protest on the State Capital steps, they sang the

National Anthem.7 Nine students were expelled not for this protest

but for demanding service at a lunch counter in the Montgomery

County Courthouse at a different time.8 Most but not all of the

student body protested the expulsion by boycotting classes for a

single day but virtually all re-registered the following semester.9

At times there was a heavy police presence near campus, but

police never “ringed” campus and were not deployed at the time of

the demonstration on the State Capital steps.10

With respect to Dr. King, the advertisement charged that he had

been arrested seven times and assaulted.11 He had been arrested

four times, not seven.12 One officer involved with Dr. King’s arrest

for loitering several years before denied that an assault occurred

during that arrest.13

Following publication and distribution of the advertisement, 

L. B. Sullivan, one of the Commissioners of the City of Montgomery,

Alabama, demanded a public retraction.14 Although the Times had

issued a retraction of the advertisement with respect to the Governor

of Alabama, it did not immediately do so with respect to

Sullivan, responding instead that “‘we . . .

are somewhat puzzled as to how you think

the statements in any way reflect on you,’ and

‘you might, if you desire, let us know in what

respect you claim that the statements in the

advertisement reflect on you.’”15

Commissioner Sullivan did not reply but

instead brought an action for civil libel

against the New York Times Co. and four

black Alabama clergymen listed in the

advertisement as endorsing the appeal.16 At

trial, Sullivan introduced evidence that he

was the Commissioner in charge of the

police department and that others associated

him with that responsibility.17 The trial court

instructed the jury that the statements were

“libelous per se,” meaning that petitioners

could be held liable if the jury found that the advertisements

were published and that the statements were made “of and

concerning” respondent.18 A jury awarded Sullivan $500,000 against

all defendants.19 The Alabama Supreme Court affirmed.20

The United States Supreme Court reversed.21 In an opinion by

Justice Brennan, the Court construed the question before it as

whether the application of Alabama’s libel per se law “abridges

the freedom of speech and of the press that is guaranteed by the

First and Fourteenth Amendment.”22 The Court explained (in what

is now oft-cited language) that “we consider this case against the

background of a profound national commitment to the principle

Continued on page 26
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that debate on public issues should be uninhibited, robust, and

wide-open, and that it may well include vehement, caustic, and

sometimes unpleasantly sharp attacks on government and public

officials.”23 The Court noted that errors of fact were inevitable in

free debate.24 And that injury to official reputation was also not a

basis on which to repress speech.25

The Court then compared this application of the Alabama libel

law to the infamous Sedition Act, which purported to make it a

crime for a person to issue “false, scandalous and malicious writing

or writings” against the United States government, the houses of

Congress, or the President “with intent to defame . . . or to bring

them, or either of them, into contempt or disrepute; or to excite

against them, or either or any of them, the hatred of the good people

of the United States.”26 The Court noted that although the Supreme

Court never ruled on the Sedition Act, it was widely regarded as

unconstitutional around the time of passage and was attacked

vigorously by James Madison and Thomas Jefferson.27 Noting the

similarities between the Sedition Act and Alabama’s libel law, the

Court reasoned, “[w]hat a State may not constitutionally bring about

by means of a criminal statute is likewise beyond the reach of its

civil law of libel.”28

The Court further reasoned that Alabama’s law was not saved by the

affirmative defense of truth because of the risk of self-censorship

by a speaker, which “dampens the vigor and limits the variety of

public debate.”29 Instead, the Court concluded that, as to a public

official, actual malice must be shown to prove libel:   

constitutional guarantees require . . . a federal rule that
prohibits a public official from recovering damages for a
defamatory falsehood relating to his official conduct
unless he proves that the statement was made with “actual
malice” — that is, with knowledge that it was false or with
reckless disregard of whether it was false or not.30

Concerning the facts before it, the Court concluded that the

record did not permit an inference of actual malice.  As to the

individual clergymen, even assuming sufficient evidence that

they authorized the advertisement — which was doubtful — no

evidence supported their awareness of erroneous statements or

that they were reckless in that regard.31 As to the Times, the Court

concluded that the facts did not support actual malice. The Secretary

who accepted the advertisement testified that he thought the

advertisement was “substantially correct” and there was no

evidence to impeach his good faith belief.32 Although the Times

had retracted the advertisement with respect to the Governor at

the Governor’s request, it was reasonable for the Times to draw a

distinction between Commissioner Sullivan and the Governor given

the Times’ doubt as to how the advertisement referred to Sullivan.33

Although the Times printed the advertisement without checking

its prior news stories, that evidence supported at most a finding

of negligence, not malice.34

The Court also considered “constitutionally defective” the

evidence that the “statements were made ‘of and concerning’”

Commissioner Sullivan.35 The advertisement did not reference

Sullivan by name or title, and some of the allegedly libelous

statements did not even concern police conduct.36 While the

Alabama Supreme Court had relied on the assumption that “the

average person knows that municipal agents, such as police and

firemen, and others, are under the control and direction of the

city governing body, and more particularly under the direction

and control of a single commissioner,” the Court found this

assumption to have “disquieting implications for criticism of

government conduct.”37 The Court rejected that “legal alchemy”

as striking at the “very center of the constitutionally protected

area of free expression,” ruling that “such a proposition may not

constitutionally be utilized to establish that an otherwise impersonal

attack on governmental operations was a libel of an official

responsible for those operations.”38 No other evidence supported

a finding that the statements referred to Sullivan.39

On these grounds, the Court unanimously reversed and remanded.40

New york Times v. Sullivan affirms the right of the press to report

freely on matters of public concern. Although some commentators

question the depth of today’s judicial commitment to journalistic

freedom,41 the decision establishes a cornerstone of First

Amendment jurisprudence.  

Continued on page 27
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Wesberry v. Sanders

In Wesberry v. Sanders,42 the Court held that congressional

districts must be drawn approximately equal in population.  

A group of citizens and voters in Fulton County, within Georgia’s

Fifth Congressional District, filed suit to challenge Georgia’s

congressional apportionment.43 Georgia had ten districts, with an

average population of 394,312 people.44 However, the Fifth District,

including Fulton, DeKalb and Rockdale Counties, had 823,680

people, while another district had only 272,154 people.45 Because

of this inequality, the Congressman from the Fifth District

represented two to three times as many people as some of his

fellow Georgian Congressmen.46

The plaintiffs sued to enjoin the Governor and the Secretary of

State of Georgia from conducting elections under the Georgia statute

creating the districts, challenging the districting under Article I,

Section 2, under the Due Process, Equal Protection and Privileges

and Immunities Clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment, and under

Section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment.47 A three-judge panel48

unanimously found that the Fifth District was “grossly out of

balance” with the other congressional districts by population, but

the majority opinion dismissed the case for “‘want of equity.’”49

Noting that Baker v. Carr,50 decided two years earlier, had established

that questions of legislative apportionment were justiciable, the

Court agreed that Georgia’s apportionment “grossly discriminates”

against voters in the Fifth District.51 The Court reasoned that Article I,

Section 2, providing that Representatives be chosen “‘by the People

of the several States’” meant that “as nearly as is practicable one

man’s vote in a congressional election is to be worth as much as

another’s.”52 The Court characterized the problem of vote dilution

as contrary to democratic principles:  

To say that a vote is worth more in one district than in
another would not only run counter to our fundamental

ideas of democratic government, it would cast aside the
principle of a House of Representatives elected “by the
People,” a principle tenaciously fought for and
established at the Constitutional Convention.53

Drawing on the history of the Constitutional Convention, the Court

noted the impassioned debate over whether the States would be

equally represented in the federal government or represented by

population.54 Recalling that the “Great Compromise,” which created

both the Senate and the House of Representatives, hinged on the

concept of “equal representation in the House for equal numbers

of people,” the Court reasoned, “It would defeat the principle

solemnly embodied in the Great Compromise . . . for us to hold that,

within the States, legislatures may draw the lines of congressional

districts in such a way as to give some voters a greater voice in

choosing a Congressman than others.”55

Describing voting rights as sacrosanct, the Court reiterated the

famous formulation of “‘one person, one vote’” from Gray v. Sanders,

decided the year before.56 The Court concluded, “While it may

not be possible to draw congressional districts with mathematical

precision, that is no excuse for ignoring our Constitution’s plain

objective of making equal representation for equal numbers of

people the fundamental goal for the House of Representatives.”57

The Court therefore reversed and remanded.58 Later in the year,

the Court also decided reynolds v. Sims, ruling that state legislative

districts must also be roughly equal in population.59 In that challenge

to Alabama’s state legislative apportionment, the Court held, “[A]s

a basic constitutional standard, the Equal Protection Clause requires

that the seats in both houses of a bicameral state legislature must

be apportioned on a population basis.”60

These decisions of the Warren Court have been characterized as

part of the “Reapportionment Revolution,” which today’s Justice

Department celebrates as correcting an improper concentration of

political power in sparsely populated rural counties, leading to

“dramatic realignments of political power.”61 Although the “one

person, one vote” cases do not address the issue of gerrymandering,

which remains a hotly debated issue, they have had a fundamental

impact on our understanding of voting rights. 

Continued on page 28
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Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States

In Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States,62 the Supreme Court

upheld Title II of the recently enacted Civil Rights Act of 1964, which

prohibited racial discrimination in places of public accommodation.

Heart of Atlanta Motel offered 216 guestrooms with ready access to

the interstate highway system.63 Approximately 75% of its registered

guests were from out-of-state, and it advertised in such a way as

to attract out-of-state travelers.64 Before the passage of the Civil

Rights Act, the motel had a practice of refusing to rent rooms to

black travelers.65 After the Act passed, the motel sued to continue

its practice, contending that Congress exceeded its authority under

the Commerce Clause, that the Act violated the Fifth Amendment by

depriving the motel of its right to choose customers and to operate

its business as it pleased, and that by requiring the rental of rooms

to black customers, Congress was subjecting it to involuntary

servitude in violation of the Thirteenth Amendment.66 The motel

sought an injunction against enforcement of the Act.67

The United States counterclaimed for enforcement.68 The case

was submitted on stipulated facts except for the Government’s

proof that the motel was denying service to black customers.69

The district court upheld the validity of the Act and entered a

permanent injunction restraining the motel from violating the Act.70

On direct appeal, the Supreme Court affirmed.71 It rejected at the outset

any argument based on The Civil rights Cases, 109 U.S. 3 (1883),

which had declared unconstitutional parts of the Civil Rights Act of

1875, including the provision outlawing private discrimination.72 The

Court declared those cases “without precedential value” as to the

present question because the discrimination prohibited in the Civil

Rights Act of 1875 was not limited to facilities affecting interstate

commerce (as was the newly enacted Civil Rights Act of 1964)

and because the circumstances of interstate travel and commerce

had changed.73

The Court found that the legislative record for the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 was “replete with evidence” of the burdens of

discrimination on interstate commerce.74 Drawing upon Chief

Justice Marshall’s legendary interpretation of the Commerce Clause

in Gibbons v. Ogden, the Court characterized the “determinative

test” as “whether the activity sought to be regulated is ‘commerce

which concerns more States than one’ and has a real and substantial

relation to the national interest.”75 The evidence before Congress

plainly supported a conclusion that discrimination had a disruptive

effect on interstate commerce that permitted “local” regulation.76

The Court also disposed of the motel’s other constitutional arguments,

finding that there was no deprivation under the Fifth Amendment

or involuntary servitude under the Thirteenth Amendment.77

In Katzenbach v. McClung,78 a companion case that was argued

and decided on the same days as Heart of Atlanta Motel, the Court

likewise found that Title II was not unconstitutional as applied to

Ollie’s Barbecue, a Birmingham, Alabama, restaurant that purchased

approximately 46% of its food from out-of-state.79 Noting that

Congress had “broad and sweeping” powers under the Commerce

Clause, it affirmed Congress’s authority to extend Title II to “those

restaurants offering to serve interstate travelers or serving food, a

substantial portion of which has moved in interstate commerce.”80

In these two decisions, a unanimous Court upheld Congress’s

declaration in Title II of the Civil Rights Act that “‘All persons

shall be entitled to the full and equal enjoyment of the goods,

services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and accommodations

of any place of public accommodation, as defined in this section,

without discrimination or segregation on the ground of race,

color, religion, or national origin.’”81

Now a bedrock principle of American democracy, the Civil Rights

Act of 1964 sparked passion and controversy fifty years ago.82

The Senate’s records reflect that the debate over the Act was the

longest continuous debate in Senate history.83 There is an interesting

side note here for Seventh Circuit practitioners. Senator Everett

McKinley Dirksen, for whom the federal courthouse in Chicago

is named, gave an impassioned speech on June 10, 1964, to end

the filibuster on the Act in the Senate.83 Calling for cloture, he

reminded his fellow Senators of victor Hugo’s sentiment:  “‘Stronger

than all the armies is an idea whose time has come.’”84 Senator Dirksen

then stated, “The time has come for equality of opportunity in

sharing in government, in education, and in employment. It will

not be stayed or denied. It is here.”85 And he exhorted his Southern

colleagues in particular to recognize that “America grows. America

changes. And on the civil rights issue we must rise with the

occasion. That calls for cloture and for the enactment of a civil

rights bill.”86 Later that day, the Senate voted to end the filibuster

and the measure passed the Senate on June 19.87 The House passed

the Senate version, and it was signed into law by President Johnson

on July 2.88

Continued on page 29
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The Supreme Court’s affirmation of Title II six months after

passage of the Civil Rights Act ended debate as to whether

Congress had authority to outlaw private discrimination.   

* * *

Together these cases reflect groundbreaking developments in

fundamental principles of American law. Undoubtedly the backdrop

of the civil rights movement shaped not only the decisions reached

but the way the Court approached the questions before it. The

nearly unanimous nature of the Court’s decisions illustrates the

powerful voice with which the Warren Court spoke on these

highly charged matters of national importance in a remarkable

year in history.  
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Ever since the late Honorable Terence Evans assumed senior status in January 2010, one of the

two “Wisconsin” seats on the Seventh Circuit has remained vacant. Judge Evans, who was born in

Milwaukee, practiced in Wisconsin, and served as a judge in the Eastern District of Wisconsin prior to

his nomination, succeeded Judge Richard Cudahy, who was also born in Milwaukee and had worked

in Wisconsin for much of his career. Wisconsin’s Federal Nominating Commission, established by the

two United States senators from Wisconsin, is currently reviewing applications for the Seventh Circuit

opening with an eye toward recommending potential Wisconsin candidates for consideration by

President Obama.1 In 2010, following recommendations made by a previous incarnation of Wisconsin’s

Commission, President Obama nominated University of Wisconsin Law Professor victoria Nourse,

though she ultimately withdrew her name from consideration after failing to win Senate confirmation.2

There is little doubt that the seat vacated by Judge Evans will eventually be filled by a nominee with

significant ties to Wisconsin.

In addition to this vacancy, the Seventh Circuit currently has ten active judges: six from Illinois, three

from Indiana and one from Wisconsin. These other seats have been tied historically to particular states, as

have seats on all the other Courts of Appeals. Presidents of both parties almost universally respond to

a vacancy by nominating someone from the same state as the previous occupant in consultation with

the senators from that state. Although this convention is well known and widely assumed in any discussion

of judicial vacancies, the basis of this practice is rarely discussed. In fact, there is no legal requirement

that a nominee hail from the same state as his or her predecessor. So long as each state has at least

one representative on its respective Court of Appeals, the president is free to nominate any resident 

of a circuit to fill a vacancy.3 The ironclad link between individual seats and specific states merely

reflects a longstanding norm honored by both parties.
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Although this norm enjoys widespread support and is unlikely to

change, a resolution passed by the American Bar Association

House of Delegates noted its impact on United States territories,

which have limited representation on the

Courts of Appeals even though each territory is

assigned to a particular circuit.4 The

Resolution, sponsored by the virgin Islands

Bar Association, calls for a statutory

amendment to require that federal territories

receive representation, or alternatively, that

President Obama fill future vacancies with at

least one nominee from each territory. If

followed, this Resolution might create a

conflict with the current home-state norm, as

representatives from whatever state would

otherwise be entitled to fill a vacancy would

likely object. Of course, the issue of territorial

representation is unlikely to affect the

Seventh Circuit directly, as it has no such

territories within its jurisdiction. Nonetheless,

the ABA resolution provides an opportunity to

consider the origin and application of the home-

state norm, which does have a significant

impact on the composition of the Seventh

Circuit.

Statutory Authority and Prevailing
Practice 

The nomination of Court of Appeals judges is governed by 28

U.S.C. § 44, which provides that the “President shall appoint, by

and with the advice and consent of the Senate, circuit judges for

the several circuits” according to a chart fixing the number of seats

for each circuit. Each judge must be a resident of the circuit while

in active service (or residing within 50 miles of Washington in the

case of Federal Circuit and D.C. Circuit judges). In addition, the

statute provides that in each circuit (outside of D.C.) “there shall

be at least one circuit judge in regular active service appointed

from the residents of each state in that circuit.” 28 U.S.C. § 44(c).

The statute contains no other requirements regarding residence,

location, or nominating procedure. 

Nonetheless, the “home state” senators have long played a critical

role in nominations for both parties. First, the president generally

consults with home state senators prior to nominations, though the

level and form of consultation has varied considerably.5 Second,

the Senate confirmation process begins with the same two senators.

Following a nomination, the chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee

sends a “blue slip” to each of the two home state senators. These

blue slips must generally be returned to the chair before action on

the nomination may proceed in committee. The blue-slip system

institutionalized the prior practice of informal consultation and

senatorial courtesy, and the current system had already been in

place for more than twenty-five years when Senator Kennedy

initiated a public debate over the practice in 1979.6 The

consequences of the failure to return a blue

slip have varied somewhat under different

Judiciary Committee chairs, and at times some

action has been permitted without the return

of both slips. This has been the exception,

however, and in any case, the home state

senators have consistently been involved in

the confirmation process. 

Of course, this system does not necessarily

determine which state constitutes the

“home” state for purposes of Court of

Appeals nominations. The allocation of each

seat to the home state of the retiring judge

merely reflects longstanding tradition, as well

as the political reality that “transferring” a

seat from one state to another usually produces

substantial opposition from senators and other

representatives of the adversely affected state.

On occasion, presidents have transferred seats

to address unusual circumstances or to address relatively unequal

representation within a circuit. For example, in 2010, President

Obama nominated Judge Albert Diaz of North Carolina to the

vacancy created by the retirement of Judge William Wilkins of

South Carolina, in part because South Carolina had four spots on

the Fourth Circuit, while the larger state of North Carolina had

only two.7 In addition, controversies sometimes arise when a judge

has moved within the circuit during the course of his or her service.

For example, Judge Stephen Trott moved to Idaho from California

shortly after his appointment in 1987, prompting a dispute between

the congressional delegations when he assumed senior status in

2004.8 Overall, however, the tradition of maintaining the same

state of residence for nominees replacing a departing judge has

been very widely maintained with relatively few exceptions.

Continued on page 33
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Historical Practice in the Seventh Circuit 

The Seventh Circuit has largely maintained the geographical

allocation of each seat throughout its history, beginning with the

initial appointments under the Judiciary Act of 1891.9 As of 1895,

the Seventh Circuit consisted of three judges: Judge Jenkins of

Wisconsin, Judge Woods of Indiana, and Judge Showalter of Illinois.10

With very few exceptions, the three states effectively maintained

these seats, though on occasion the specific seat was transferred to

a different state when a judge from the state of vacancy was instead

nominated for a newly created seat.  Examining the state affiliation

of the judges who held each of those seats over the years illustrates

both the power of the home-state norm and the accommodation

offered to states who surrender a seat through a transfer.

The seat originally held by Judge Jenkins of Wisconsin has been

consistently occupied by judges from Wisconsin for more than one

hundred and ten years. Judge Seaman replaced Judge Jenkins, and

Judge Evan A. Evans then held the seat from 1916 until 1948.

Judge Duffy was appointed in 1949, Judge Fairchild in 1966, and

Judge Coffey in 1982.11 Judge Sykes, who currently holds the seat,

took the oath of office in 2004 after Judge Coffey assumed senior

status. Although several of these judges served many years in

Senior Status, Wisconsin did not have a second active duty circuit

judge until 1978, when Congress expanded the Seventh Circuit from

eight to nine seats.12 President Carter then appointed Judge Cudahy

to that ninth seat, and Judge Terence Evans succeeded him in 1995.

That second Wisconsin seat is currently vacant, prompting the search

presently underway by Wisconsin’s Federal Nominating Committee.

The other two original Seventh Circuit seats occasionally switched

between Indiana and Illinois judges, but largely in connection with

the simultaneous creation of a new seat awarded to the other state.

Thus, the “third” Circuit seat, originally held by Judge Showalter

of Illinois, experienced two transfers. It remained in the hands of

an Illinois jurist from 1895 until late 1937 and the confirmation of

Judge Treanor of Indiana.  In May of 1938, however, Congress

expanded the Seventh Circuit from four seats to five, and President

Roosevelt nominated Judge Otto Kerner, Sr. of Illinois to fill the

new “fifth” seat.13 Furthermore, Congress had already added a

fourth seat to the Circuit in 1905, and that seat had been continuously

occupied by an Illinois judge.14 Judge Treanor was succeeded in

the “third” Circuit seat by Judge Minton, also of Indiana, but when

a separate, sixth seat was added in 1949 and filled by Judge Swaim

of Indiana, Judge Showalter’s original “Illinois” seat reverted back

to Illinois with the appointment of Judge Lindley. That seat then

remained with Illinois judges and is currently held by Judge Wood.15

Similarly, the seat originally held by Judge William Woods of

Indiana passed in turn to Indiana Judges Baker, Anderson, and

Sparks. In 1949, Judge Finnegan of Illinois was nominated for the

seat vacated by Judge Sparks, but this happened just prior to the

appointment of Judge Swaim of Indiana to the newly created sixth

seat. The “second” seat has remained with Illinois judges from the

time of Judge Finnegan’s tenure and is currently occupied by

Judge Flaum. The 1949 addition of a sixth seat marks the only year

in which reassignment of seats cause a state to “lose” representation

relative to the other two states, as Indiana gained the newly added

sixth seat but two Indiana seats switched to Illinois seats. Nonetheless,

the equilibrium was quickly restored in 1956, when Judge Hastings

of Indiana succeeded Judge Major of Illinois to the “fourth” seat

on the court.16 Indiana retained two seats on the Seventh Circuit

from that time until 1985, when Judge Ripple of Indiana was

nominated for the newly created eleventh seat, currently occupied

by Judge Hamilton. 

The last transfer of a Seventh Circuit seat from one state to another

occurred in 1961, once again in connection with the court’s

expansion.17 In that year, Judge Kiley of Illinois was nominated for

the vacancy in the “sixth” seat created two years earlier by the death of

Judge Parkinson of Indiana. That same year, however, Judge Swygert

of Indiana was nominated for the newly created seventh seat, a

position currently held by Judge Kanne. Since 1961, each vacancy

on the Seventh Circuit has been filled by a candidate from same state

as the departing judge. Each of the five Seventh Circuit seats created

by Congress in 1961 or later has been occupied exclusively by judges

from a single state, while the first six seats have maintained the

same geographical allocation since that time.18

Overall, then, of the 42 Seventh Circuit judges appointed from 1895

through the present who assumed a previously occupied seat, only

five hailed from a state other than that of the judge who vacated

the seat. All five occurred in 1961 or earlier, as the 22 appointments

after 1961 all consisted of judges from the same state as the

departing judge.  

Continued on page 34
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Four of the five pre-1962 transfers all occurred within a few

months of the creation of a new seat that was awarded to the

state that “lost” the existing seat. The one exception occurred

in 1956, but the change in that year from

Illinois to Indiana in the “fourth” seat

followed the shift in 1949 of two seats

from Indiana to Illinois with only one

offsetting newly created seat for Indiana.

Nominations to the Seventh Circuit have

therefore maintained the home-state norm

with remarkable consistency. 

The Home State Norm and
U.S. Territories 

The transfer of a Court of Appeals seat

from one state to another can generate

opposition from senators and other state

supporters, which has made it difficult to

nominate judges from newly admitted

states and territories without expanding the number of seats.

Alaska and Hawaii experienced this issue prior to the adoption

of the statutory requirement that at least one circuit judge be

appointed from each state. Alaska joined the Ninth Circuit in

1948 and became a state in 1959 but did not have a

representative on the Ninth Circuit until the appointment of

Judge Boochever in 1980.19 When Judge Boochever assumed

senior status in 1986, Alaska lost its representation for another

five years. Similarly, the Hawaiian Territory was assigned to

the Ninth Circuit in 1900, and Hawaii became a state in 1959,

but no Ninth Circuit judge was appointed from Hawaii until

Judge Choi in 1971. After Judge Choi assumed senior status in

1981, President Reagan appointed Judge Brunetti of Nevada as

his replacement. By 1997, no Hawaii judge had yet been appointed

to the Ninth Circuit, which prompted Congress to amend the

statute and explicitly require representation by each state.20

Four United States territories also have federal appeals heard

in the U.S. Courts of Appeals but historically have had limited

representation on those courts. Moreover, the only two exceptions

occurred in connection with creation of a new circuit seat. The

Third Circuit has jurisdiction over appeals from the U.S. virgin

Islands federal territorial court, established by Congress under

its Article Iv power,21 but the only Third Circuit judge with ties to

the virgin Islands was Judge William Hastie, who was appointed

to a newly created seat in 1949 by President Truman several years

after Judge Hastie had served as governor of the virgin Islands.22

Similarly, the First Circuit has jurisdiction over appeals from

Puerto Rico, which had an Article Iv federal territorial court

from 1900 to 1966 and a full Article III district court from 1966

to the present. The first and only circuit judge from Puerto Rico,

Judge Juan Torruella, was appointed in

1984 to a newly created seat on the First

Circuit, where he continues to serve as

an active judge today.23 Guam and the

Northern Mariana Islands both have

Article Iv federal territorial courts as

part of the Ninth Circuit, but no circuit

judge has been appointed from either

territory. Furthermore, the Supreme Court

has held that the Courts of Appeals may

not permit any district judges from the

federal Article Iv territorial district courts

to sit by designation.24

Citing the limited historical representation,

as well as the special nature of federal

jurisdiction over the federal law forming

the basis for the political organization of

the territories, the virgin Islands Bar Association asked the ABA

House of Delegates to support a change in 28 U.S.C. § 44(c).

The House of Delegates then passed a resolution calling for

the statute to be amended to state that “there shall be at least

one circuit judge in regular active service appointed from the

residents of each state and territory in that circuit.”25 Alternatively,

the resolution urged the president to nominate one circuit judge

from each territory, regardless of the statutory mandate. Whether

or not this resolution has any impact on nomination decisions, it

has called attention to the home-state norm, which impacts

every Court of Appeals nomination despite the lack of a formal

statutory basis. That norm, which has shaped the composition of

the Seventh Circuit along with every other Court of Appeals for

more than a century, remains as strong as ever.  

Continued on page 35
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Upcoming Board of Governors’ Meetings
Meetings of the Board of Governors of the Seventh Circuit Bar Association are held at the 

East Bank Club in Chicago, with the exception of the meeting held during the Annual Conference, 

which will be in the location of that particular year’s conference. Upcoming meetings will be held on:

Saturday, December 6, 2014

Saturday, March 7, 2015

Tuesday, May 5, 2015*

*at the annual conference, Pfister Hotel in Milwaukee

All meetings will be held at the East Bank Club, 500 North Kingsbury Street, Chicago at 10:00 AM
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Congress has taken no action on the amendments to the Federal

Rules of Appellate, Bankruptcy, Civil, and Criminal Procedure,

and the Federal Rules of Evidence adopted by the Supreme Court

and transmitted to Congress on April 25, 2014. Accordingly,

under the Rules Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 2071-75, the

following amendments took effect on December 1, 2014:

• Appellate Rule 6

• Bankruptcy Rules 1014, 7004, 7008, 7054, 8001–8028, 

9023, and 9024

• Civil Rule 77

• Criminal Rules 5, 6, 12, 34, and 58

• Evidence Rules 801(d)(1)(B) and 803(6)–(8)

Under 28 U.S.C. § 2074(a) and the Supreme Court orders dated

April 25, 2014, the amendments will govern all proceedings

commenced on or after December 1, 2014, and all proceedings

then pending “insofar as just and practicable.”

The text of the amended rules as well as extensive supporting

documentation — including excerpts from the reports of the

Judicial Conference Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure

containing the Committee Notes, which are part of House Documents

113-161, 113-162, 113-163, 113-164, and 113-165 — can be found

on the Judiciary’s Federal Rules of Practice & Procedure website at:

http://www.uscourts.gov/RulesAndPolicies/rules.aspx.

In addition, the following Official Bankruptcy Forms took

effect on December 1, 2014:

• B 3A Application for Individuals to Pay the Filing Fee 
in Installments

• B 3B Application to Have the Chapter 7 Filing Fee Waived

• B 06 Summary

• B 17A Notice of Appeal and Statement of Election

• B 17B Optional Appellee Statement of Election to Proceed
in District Court

• B 17C Certificate of Compliance with Rule 
8015(a)(7)(B) or 8016(d)(2)

• B 22A-1 Chapter 7 Statement of Your Current 
Monthly Income

• B 22A-1 Supp Statement of Exemption from 
Presumption of Abuse Under § 707(b)(2)

• B 22A-2 Chapter 7 Means Test Calculation

• B 22B Chapter 11 Statement of Your Current 
Monthly Income

• B 22C-1 Chapter 13 Statement of Your Current Monthly
Income and Calculation of Commitment Period

• B 22C-2 Chapter 13 Calculation of Your Disposable
Income

The pertinent amendments will be discussed in the next edition

of The Circuit Rider.  

A M E N D M E N T S T O F E D E R A L R U L E S O F

PracticeandProcedure
By Jeffrey Cole*

*Jeffrey Cole is a United States Magistrate Judge in Chicago and is the Editor-in-Chief of The Circuit Rider.
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J U D G E

Manish Shah
By Stephen Hackney*

Manish Shah was born to be a judge. His recent appointment to the bench of the Northern District

of Illinois is a boon to plaintiffs and defendants alike. The parties and attorneys who appear before

him will encounter an experienced lawyer and hard-working jurist who is committed above all to the

evenhanded administration of justice. As former U.S. Attorney Pat Fitzgerald aptly put it, Judge Shah

embodies “the ideals and the commitment and the principles and that judgment that make us all proud.”

Over the past nearly 25 years, Judge Shah has assembled an enviable academic and professional

record.  He graduated with honors from Stanford University in 1994. As he mulled whether to attend

law school, he worked as a paralegal for the New York County District Attorney’s Office and its

legendary DA, Robert Morgenthau. While working in that office, Judge Shah witnessed firsthand the

life of a prosecutor, not only through the eyes of the Manhattan DAs for whom he worked, but also

the Assistant United States Attorneys from the Southern District of New York who from time-to-time

often collaborated in their prosecutions with local law enforcement. It is safe to say that Judge Shah’s

time in the Manhattan DAs office inspired a desire for public service that he lost little time pursuing.

In 1995, I met Judge Shah when he began his 1st year at the University of Chicago Law School. Even

then, Manish possessed the qualities of a good judge. He was calm and thoughtful and could easily 

Continued on page 38

*Stephen Hackney is a litigation partner at Kirkland & Ellis LLP.  A graduate of the University of Chicago Law School, he focuses his
practice in the restructuring and private equity contexts. Steve is a member of the Firm’s Diversity Committee.
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consider both sides of any issue. He is presumably the first person

to be appointed to the bench by his Constitutional Law professor.

At the U of C, he took Constitutional Law from a state senator

who would later become President and appoint Judge Shah to

the bench. One can only imagine what it was like to learn the

Equal Protection Clause from Barack Obama.

After he graduated with honors from the University of Chicago,

Judge Shah spent a year in private practice at the San Francisco

law firm Heller Ehrman White & McAuliffe. His time away from

Chicago was short. In 1999, he began a two year clerkship with

Judge James Zagel. At the end of his clerkship, Judge Shah joined

the United States Attorney’s Office for the Northern District of

Illinois as a criminal prosecutor. Between 2001 and 2014, Judge Shah

prosecuted a variety of federal crimes ranging from strong arm

robberies to public corruption. He rose to become Deputy Chief

of the General and Financial Crimes sections, then Chief of the

Criminal Appeals division, and then Chief of the entire Criminal

Division. Throughout his time in the office, Judge Shah earned

the respect of his colleagues and opposition alike.

Almost every lawyer has one case that they can look back on

and see as an inflection point in their career. For Judge Shah,

that case was surely the suite of prosecutions that arose from

the City of Chicago’s ill-fated Hired Truck Program. The Hired

Truck Program represented the depth and breadth of Chicago-

style corruption. From bribery, to obstruction of justice, to complex

fraud in municipal hiring, the ensuing Federal investigation

netted 49 convictions. Judge Shah was involved in most of

these prosecutions, working with teams that convicted public

officials, city contractors, and behind-the-scenes operators.   

Judge Shah’s appointment to the bench also comes with historic

significance: he is the first Indian-American to be appointed to any

federal court, district or appellate, in the 7th Circuit. And it is

hard not to note the way the very federal laws he is now charged with

interpreting likely paved the way to his appointment. Judge Shah’s

father, Dr. Suresh Shah was born in Patan, India and raised in

Bombay. In 1967, he married his wife, Dina, and they were living

in London as Dr. Shah finished training in anesthesia. At that

point in time, the Shahs were trying to decide whether to pursue a

life in England or the United States.

Two years earlier, there would have been little debate. Restrictive

immigration quotas in the United States limited the number of

visas in ways that dramatically favored Europeans immigrants

over African and Asian ones. By the 1960s, the nation’s immigration

laws came to be seen as an embarrassment. President Kennedy

called the quota system “nearly intolerable.” In 1965, Congress

passed a sweeping reform. The Immigration and Nationality

Act replaced the old quota system with a mandate that the

executive branch consider the specialized skills and family

connections of prospective immigrants.

This change in the law had profound implications for our newest

federal judge. Now able to secure a visa to the United States,

Dr. Shah moved his family here in 1971. Dr. Shah ultimately

settled his family in West Hartford, Connecticut and led a

distinguished career as a board certified anesthesiologist. And

for Judge Shah (who came along in 1972) the rest, as they say,

is history. Dr. Shah passed away in the Spring of 2012. He

surely would have been proud to see his son invested as a

federal judge – and to know how good he is going to be at it.

Writers Wanted!
The Association publishes The Circuit Rider twice a year.

We always are looking for articles on any substantive topic or

regarding news from any district — judges being appointed

or retiring, new courthouses being built, changes in local

rules, upcoming seminars.

If you have information you think would be of interest,

prepare a paragraph or two and send it via e-mail to: 

Jeffrey Cole, Editor-in-Chief,  at Jeffrey_Cole@ilnd.uscourts.gov

or call 312.435.5601.
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J U D G E

JamesD.Peterson
By David E. Jones*

On May 8, 2014, the United States Senate voted overwhelmingly for the confirmation of James D. Peterson

to become a United States District Judge for the Western District of Wisconsin. Judge Peterson came before

the Senate with the endorsement of both of Wisconsin’s Senators and with a rating of Unanimously Well

Qualified by the American Bar Association. He also had the warm and enthusiastic support of the many

lawyers who had worked with him over the years and who knew him to be a person of the highest

integrity, intelligence, and wit. 

Judge Peterson’s rich and diverse background makes him particularly well-equipped to handle the

demanding caseload in the Western District of Wisconsin. He has the rare distinction of being a 

Triple Badger, having earned an undergraduate degree, a law degree, and a Ph.D. from the University of

Wisconsin-Madison. Before studying law, he taught courses in communications and film studies at the

University of Notre Dame and published a number of scholarly articles on those subjects. He earned

Order of the Coif honors upon graduation from law school in 1998, and he then served a clerkship with

Judge David G. Deininger, an outstanding jurist on the Wisconsin Court of Appeals for District Iv.  

Upon completion of his clerkship, Judge Peterson joined Godfrey & Kahn, where he worked initially

on a broad range of general litigation matters in state and federal courts. Over time, his practice began

Continued on page 40

*David Jones is a partner in Perkins Coie’s Commercial Litigation practice.  A graduate of Creighton University School of Law, where
he was the Editor-in-Chief of the Law Review, he handles complex commercial, regulatory and criminal matters.
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to focus on intellectual property, and he developed a reputation as

one of the premier patent litigators in the Western District of

Wisconsin. He represented a wide variety of clients in high-stakes

matters, including the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation,

Google, and ATI Technologies. His representation of Google

was particularly noteworthy, as it involved novel issues under

Wisconsin’s right of publicity law that resulted in a landmark

decision by the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh

Circuit. Judge Peterson also maintained an active pro bono

practice, including the representation as trial counsel of a state

prison inmate on a deliberate indifference claim and participation

in the State Bar’s Lawyer’s Hotline.

Service to the community has been a constant during Judge Peterson’s

career. He taught courses at the University of Wisconsin Law School

on intellectual property, and he served regularly as a guest instructor

in the law school’s General Practice Skill Program. He is a prolific

author and lecturer, publishing numerous articles and speaking on

a variety of subjects, including copyright law, privacy law, and

legal writing. Over the years, Judge Peterson has also spoken

frequently to high school journalism teachers and students on press

law issues. As a member of the James Doyle Inn of Court, he delivered

a presentation on demonstrative evidence that was widely praised

for its clarity and cogency.  

Judge Peterson comes to the bench with a keen appreciation for

the issues facing practitioners in the Western District of Wisconsin.

In addition to his years of practice in the District, he served for a

number of years on the Board of Governors for the Western

District of Wisconsin Bar Association and led the Association as

President from 2013-2014. The deep respect with which he is held

by his colleagues in the District is demonstrated by his selection

as a Wisconsin Super Lawyer, a Benchmark Litigation Wisconsin

Litigation Star, and a Best Lawyer in America. He earned these

distinctions due to his intellect, his superb skills as a lawyer, and

his dedication to the highest level of professionalism. 

Lawyers practicing before Judge Peterson will find him extremely

well-prepared, courteous, and even-handed. As part of his Senate

confirmation process, Judge Peterson observed that “the single

most important attribute of a judge is to be fair, setting aside any

personal interest or bias, to decide cases strictly on the admissible

evidence and the governing law.” He also noted that the “temperament

of the judge should be one that leaves even the losing party with

the conviction that he or she has been fully and fairly heard.” As to

case management, lawyers should anticipate that Judge Peterson

will, “in consultation with counsel for the litigants, set the quickest

reasonable litigation schedule and a firm trial date.” Judge Peterson

explained that this “approach requires diligence from both counsel

and the court, but I believe that it is the best way to secure the just,

speedy, and inexpensive determination of matters.” Litigants can

thus be assured that in the Western District, Rule 1 will continue to

be alive and well under Judge Peterson’s steady and able leadership.
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Stan Roszkowski was a mature man of 19 years old. He was in the nose of a B24 on his 7th mission out of

Italy over occupied Europe. He was in charge of the ammunition and guns during the trip. Stan was raised in

Southern Illinois as the youngest boy of 15 children. Right after he graduated from high school he went into

the Army Air Corp. That was January of 1943. That is what you did in January of 1943 when you graduated

from high school, you immediately went into the service. On his seventh mission after his plane had dropped

their bombs over occupied Europe, he was informed by the mature pilot, who was 25 years old, that he did

not think he had any brakes and he was going to have to land the plane as best he could. Stan and another 19

year old decided that they would get to the back of the plane. There they accumulated all the parachutes that

they had on the plane. They attached the parachutes to the inside of the plane. They decided as the plane

landed they would throw the parachutes out to stop the plane. Stan tells the story as the doors open, he and

his friend are ready to throw them out, the plane hits the ground and the pilot indicated that he had brakes.

Stan said he often wondered what would have happened to the plane if he had thrown those parachutes out. 

Out of Italy Stan flew 34 missions. Some were very dangerous. Stan was lucky. Many of his friends were

not, and his brother Ed was not as fortunate. His brother Ed died in the air over Europe. Ed was on his third

mission over Weisbad in Germany. He had a direct hit to his Bombay and perished. Stan visited Ed’s marker

in Alsas. It was a very emotional experience.

Continued on page 42

*Mike Mahoney recently retired from the bench where he served for 38 years as a Magistrate Judge for the United States District Court
for the Northern District of Illinois, Western Division. Mike is the longest serving magistrate judge in the Seventh Circuit. A graduate
of the University of Illinois College of law, Mike was an editor of the University of Illinois College of Law Forum. He began his law
career in the Freeport, Illinois firm started by his father. Since leaving the bench, Mike has returned to his father’s former firm in
which his own son is now a partner. Judge Mahoney was recently appointed a Special Master in a major trade secrets case in the
District Court in Chicago.

J U D G E

Stanley Roszkowski
By Michael Mahoney*
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Judge Stanley Roszkowski
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The flight cover, when Stan flew these missions, was an all

African American squadron that was stationed in a different

part of Italy. They would meet his plane once they started

towards the target. Stan told me that they were great flyers

who saved him on more than one occasion.

Upon the war’s end, Stan and his brother Herm enrolled in the

University of Illinois on the GI Bill. While he was at the

University of Illinois he was taking an accounting class. As he

related to me, “there was this attractive blonde behind me in

this accounting class”. He was impressed. Not many women

were taking accounting. He decided to see if she would go out

on a date with him. This is how he met his wife, Cathy. They

were married in 1948. 

After graduating from college, Stan and Cathy decided that

they would attend law school.  I say Stan and Cathy because

all decisions after 1948, I believe, were joint decisions.  These

two people were in as firm of a partnership as I have ever seen

in my life. In my opinion, they were both on the same page

throughout the period of time that they were together. They

were married for 61 years. Stan and Cathy originally went to

Gonzaga University Law School, but when he got the chance

he came back home and went to the University of Illinois Law

School. He graduated from the University of Illinois Law

School in 1954, and he and Cathy got the opportunity to come

to Rockford, Illinois, the place that Stan would call home from

1954 on. Stan and Cathy adopted Rockford, and Rockford

adopted them. Stan had an illustrious career as an attorney in

Rockford. Stan always wanted to represent the little guy. The

guy that was hurt. He started a very successful law firm, and

that law firm continues today. He and Cathy raised four

wonderful children, Mark, Greg, Dan, and John. Near the end

of 1977, Senator Stevenson named Judge Roszkowski to the

bench. However, at that point in time he was not named to the

Northern District of Illinois Western Division (Rockford), but

rather he was assigned to the Eastern Division, which meant

that Stan was assigned to Chicago, Dirkson Building, downtown.

During that time he still had one son in high school. Stan would

recall how he and Cathy would get up early Monday morning.

Cathy would drive to Chicago while Stan did preparation. She

would drop Stan off at the Dirkson Building around 8:30 and

go to the condominium they had purchased in Chicago. On

Wednesday, Cathy would take a bus home to Rockford because

they did not want John to be home alone. On Friday evenings,

Stan would drive the car home from Chicago, and then the

next Monday they would start the process all over again. Finally

Stan was assigned to Rockford, Illinois full time in 1985. I

knew Stan Roszkowski for 45 years, but my closeness to him

really started when he was named to the Federal Court. I, since

1976, had been the Federal Magistrate Judge in the Western

Division, Northern District of Illinois, or Rockford if you prefer.

I even had the pleasure of Stan having one case in front of me

before he went on the bench. He won. Stan would tell that story

and then he would name the case, the Ohio Casualty case.  

Stan became the first full time District Court Judge in Rockford.

Stan Roszkowski and I became close friends, confidantes, and

storytellers. We would often have lunch and dinner together

with our wives, and as the years went on we would tell our

stories. Both of us knew the punch line of the story before we

got to it. The stories were repeats. It did not matter. We both

loved them, and we were both happy to retell them. One of the

favorite stories that both Stan and I would tell is the time that

the two of us accidentally issued an opinion on the same case

on the same motion on the same day. Stan was District Court

Judge in Chicago. I was the Magistrate Judge in Rockford. We

had divided up the motion list to be decided, some by Report

and Recommendation by me and some, of course, by decision

by him. Neither one of us were detail oriented and for some

reason on the same day Stan and I both issued an opinion on

the same Motion for Summary Judgment. Fortunately we both

denied the motion. 

Continued on page 43
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When I got back to my office there was a message on my

phone from a semi-irate attorney who said he really did not

understand why we both had ruled upon his motion, and he

complained that he was going to have to send two opinions to

his client, both of which indicate that his motion was being

denied. So I called Stan the next day, and I said Judge, I am

going to have to return a call to this guy. What do you want

me to tell him. Stan paused for a moment, asked a couple

questions, and said “I want you to call him right back and tell

him to stop filing stupid motions.”

I worked with approximately twelve District Court Judges. I

never saw a person who more naturally fit an occupation than

Stan Roszkowski fit being a Federal District Court Judge. The

job suited him from day one. Stanley J. Roszkowski’s DNA

was fairness. He intuitively knew who should prevail and why.

He was a natural. He was the Roy Hobbs of the Federal Judiciary.

I saw him take some of the most complex cases and transfer

them into one or two issues that could easily be handled and

decided based upon the factual information that he had.    

Stan naturally stood by his principals. If you were right, he

was with you. If you were wrong, he was against you. It did

not matter how powerful you were. It did not matter what

country club you belonged to. It did not matter how much

influence you had in either Chicago or Rockford. It did not

matter if some of his friends thought he was doing a disservice

to either a hospital in Rockford or the Rockford School District.

Stan knew the difference between right and wrong. He functioned

at that level. He naturally knew how to handle the Monsanto

case, a complicated anti-trust case that eventually went to the

Supreme Court, where of course he was affirmed. He knew

that some guy from Milwaukee who had purchased the

Chicago Bulls was right, and that some people who were very

strong in the City of Chicago who wanted to purchase the

Bulls and ended up doing so were doing wrong. He knew that

Harry Alleman, a notorious hit man from the syndicate, had to

be removed from society for as long as possible. He knew that

it was wrong, very wrong, to intentionally discriminate against

children because of the color of their skin.  

Stanley J. Roszkowski was a natural District Court Judge. But

more than that, he was also a natural partner with Cathy as I

watched them go through life. He was a natural father to his

four children, Mark, Greg, Dan, and John. He naturally knew

how to be a grandfather. He was a very special man. He naturally

knew how to go through life and have a substantial impact.

His name is rightfully on the masonry in downtown Rockford,

which is the Stanley J. Roszkowski United States Courthouse.

That is important, but more important is that his name is in the

minds of every judge, attorney, and every litigant that dealt

with him because of his fairness. His name is in the hearts of

his children and grandchildren and all his friends that he knew.

He could not help but do right. He had no choice. It was part

of his DNA. Stanley J. Roszkowski was the natural. 

Get Involved!

Interested in becoming more involved in the Association?

Get involved with a committee! Log on to our web site at

www.7thcircuitbar.org, and click on the “committees”

link. Choose a committee that looks interesting, and

contact the chair for more information.
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